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“There is a zone of nonbeing, an extraordinary sterile and arid region, an incline stripped
bare of every essential from which a genuine new departure can emerge.”
—Frantz Fanon, 19521
INTRODUCTION
The border is both a real and imagined space. While antiquated policies such as segregation and
apartheid create “hard” borders—or barriers that cannot be transgressed without breaking the
law—contemporary circumstances such as stigmatization, policing, and surveillance delineate
the “soft” border, or social boundaries that marginalized communities face within their own
countries on a daily basis. These social borders may be fluid or psychological, but they hold real
power for the communities they affect, and limit one’s freedom and mobility through both
physical and social spaces.
In the postcolonial era, the land surrounding national borders—the borderland—has
inherited a specific identity and relationship with those who navigate it. In her semiautobiographical book Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, Chicana scholar Gloria
Anzaldúa defines the border as “a dividing line, a narrow strip along a steep edge,” while “a
borderland is a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural
boundary.”2 Here Anzaldúa addresses the violent manifestation of the US-Mexican border, “una
herida abierta,” an open wound created by war, genocide, and displacement. With the ratification
of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo at the end of the Mexican-American War (1846–48), the Rio
Grande became the boundary for a newly US-annexed Texas, and also granted the US ownership
of California, roughly half of New Mexico, and a majority of Arizona, Nevada,
Utah, and Colorado. Mexicans in these areas were ostensibly given the option to decide which

1

Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1952; repr., New York: Grove Press, 2008, trans.
from French, Richard Philcox), xii. Citation refers to the Grove Press edition.
2
Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 1999), 3.
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side of the border they would inhabit. In spite of this option, many Mexicans on the US side of
the border were forced out of their homes by the terrorist actions of white Americans living in
this precarious region; these actions, including lynchings, were largely ignored by law
enforcement and civil courts, on par with Jim Crow-era lynching attacks directed against African
Americans across the US, particularly in the South.3 This dynamic persists today; “Success in
border battles is being measured in proportion to the gain in violence,” scholar Trinh T. Minh-ha
states. “[T]he deadlier the immigrants’ fight, the more control the patrolling side is said to gain.”4
The history and concept of the borderland, however, predates the US’s instigation of “manifest
destiny,” a belief propagated in the nineteenth century that American settlers were meant to
expand their dominion across the North American continent, a belief likewise reflected in the
Guadalupe-Hidalgo treaty and the seizure of Mexican land.5 The subject of this thesis thus
concerns the manifestation of the borderland as a historically colonial concept, and reframes the
borderland as not only an external entity, but an internal one as well.

Borderlands in Theory and Practice
Anzaldúa’s account of growing up along the US-Mexico border has influenced much of the
scholarship that concerns the unique culture enabled by the border. What she refers to as “a third
country—a border culture” is a site where identity is negotiated between dominant and
nonhegemonic societies.6 While a national border refers to the political construction or
designation of a geographic separation between countries, the borderland refers to the space of

3

Anzaldúa, 8.
Trinh T. Minh-ha, Elsewhere, Within Here: Immigration, Refugeeism and the Boundary Event (Abingdon:
Routledge, 2010), 5.
5
See Mark S. Joy, American Expansionism, 1783–1860: A Manifest Destiny? (London: Routledge, 2003).
6
Anzaldúa, 3.
4
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cultural transition surrounding borders. Borderlands can exist within immediate proximity to the
border, or they can define the broader social and physical landscape around these geopolitical
divisions; in other words, they define the felt experience of transcultural life.
While national borderlands are oft discussed amid conversations on globalization, land
disputes, and war, the Spanish colonization of the Americas in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries saw the new establishment of borderlands from within in the form of segregative
boundaries that purported to separate Indigenous and European peoples. Using Mexico City, the
center of the Spanish colonial empire, as my case study, I argue that such internal boundaries
ontologically function as a borderland—not necessarily a demarcation of a physical territory, but
a social boundary, a manifestation of power that engenders the social and physical
marginalization of nonhegemonic communities. I do so not to homogenize the understanding of
international borderland cultures, but to demonstrate how internal borderlands are created to
separate denizens on the basis of race, ethnicity, and class. They persist throughout generations,
transitioning from one space of power to the next, and forge new identities through the burdens
of separation and displacement.
By examining the history of the Mexico City’s central plaza (the heart of its social,
political, and religious life since its colonial inception), I consider both the real and performative
presence of the othered body within the plaza from the Conquest to the present at three distinct
time periods: the transition from the pre-Hispanic to the colonial era; the postcolonial period in
the long nineteenth-century up to the Revolution (1910–20); and the post-revolutionary modern
era of the late twentieth century. I divide this study into three distinct, yet interconnected
interrogations—considering how European and Indigenous identities functioned and mixed
within the plaza during colonial rule, the era that engendered the new mestiza, or mixed, identity;
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how the plaza continued to enact political, economic, and social power in the early postcolonial
era, during which time aspects of historical Indigenous culture became symbolically valorized
and put on display in the city center in spite of the ongoing stigmatization of contemporary
Indigenous people; and finally, how the identity of Mexico became one of resistance through the
transformation of power dynamics within the plaza as a public stage for governmental dissent,
considering the 1968 student led-protests against governmental oppression as a primary point of
departure for the plaza’s modern day function within the city’s cultural life as a stage for public
protest.

Foundations of the Borderland
Prior to Spanish arrival to the Americas in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the territory now
known as Mexico was dominated by the Mexica, commonly referred to as the Aztecs.7 At the
onset of their reign (1428–1521), the Mexica, who belonged to an Indigenous group in Mexico
called the Nahua, claimed a common ancestry with the people of Teotihuacan, “City of the
Gods” (c. 300 BCE–600 CE), an ancient city-state located in the Valley of Mexico and centered
around two monumental pyramids dedicated to the Sun and Moon gods.8 It was near this site that
the Mexica later established their capital: Tenochtitlan. The storied city was built on an island in
the middle of Lake Texcoco, a shallow body of water within what is today Mexico City. As the
center of the Mexica empire, Tenochtitlan had a population of roughly 150,000 inhabitants. At
the city center was the Templo Mayor (Huēyi Teōcalli in Nahautl), the principal site of religious
7

I use the term “Mexica” to refer to the tribe of Indigenous Nahua people who occupied the Valley of Mexico for
the remainder of this study, as “Aztec” is a colonial term that stems from the Nahuatl word “Aztlan,” the homeland
of the Mexica. See Frances F. Berdan, “Mesoamerica: Mexica” in Encyclopedia of Mexico: History, Society &
Culture, ed. Michael S. Werner (London: Routledge, 1998).
8
Sources vary on the exact dates the city was settled and destroyed. See Oxford Reference, “Teotihuacán,” accessed
November 29, 2021, https://www-oxfordreferencecom.proxy.wexler.hunter.cuny.edu/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803103119765.
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worship and ceremony within the empire. In 1521, the Mexica Empire was overtaken by the
Spanish conquistadors, led by Hernán Cortés (1485–1547) under the direction of Charles V of
Spain, King of Castile. The Conquest would irrevocably change the cultural and geographic
makeup of the so-called “New World”—decades of war, bloodshed, and European disease
eliminated large portions of the region’s Indigenous population, while simultaneously ushering
in the birth of a new race—the mestiza, people of mixed Indigenous and European ancestry.
When the city was sacked in 1521 following the arrival of Cortés and his armies in 1519,
the sacred Templo Mayor was demolished, but not entirely destroyed. In a series of letters
written over a seven-year period to Charles V, Cortés provides a narrative account of his warridden journey through the Americas; in the third letter, he describes the fall of Tenochtitlan,
stating that it had been “destroyed and razed to the ground,” reiterating later in the letter that “it
was completely destroyed.”9 Contrary to this account, part of Spain’s successful re-envisioning
of the Americas rested in its decision to replace, rather than rebuild, much of the existing
infrastructure. The city of Tenochtitlan was laid out on a grid prior to Spain’s arrival, which may
have aided in its ability to use the grid plan in their reorganization of Mexico City. The preHispanic city had been broken into quadrants by four broad causeways, built during the reign of
Mexica ruler Itzcoatl (r. 1427–40).10 Three of the paths (to the west, south, and north) connected
the city to the surrounding lakeshore. The four causeways that divided the city also corresponded
with political divisions; the resultant four parts—Moyotlan, Teopan, Atzacoalco, and

9

Hernán Cortés, Letters from Mexico, trans. Anthony Pagden (New York: Grossman Publishers, 1971; rev. repr.,
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986 and 2001), 266 and 270. Citations refer to the 2001 Yale University Press
edition. Quoted in Barbara Mundy, The Death of Aztec Tenochtitlan: The Life of Mexico City (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 2015), 1.
10
Mundy, The Death of Aztec Tenochtitlan, 18. See also James Lockhart, The Nahuas After the Conquest: A Social
and Cultural History of the Indians of Central Mexico, Sixteenth Through Eighteenth Centuries (Palo Alto: Stanford
University Press, 1992), 37.
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Cuepopan—were each a distinct constituent, or altepetl, with its own set of sociopolitical
norms.11
Despite the destruction laid upon the Indigenous city during the Conquest, the causeways
remained intact, as did the quadripartite sociopolitical system. As scholar Barbara Mundy has
described, “Tenochtitlan’s post-Conquest inhabitants divided themselves into four parcialidades,
parts (also called barrios, neighborhoods’), of Mexico City, which largely respected the
preexisting arrangements of the quadripartite city, including the nomenclature of places and the
placement of sacred architecture.”12 The grid maintained such prominence in the colonial era that
Indigenous scribes incorporated it into visual depictions of pre-Conquest Mexica society through
the creation of codices for the Spaniards, such as the Codex Mendoza (c. 1542; fig. 1.1). The
Codex Mendoza illustrates the establishment of Tenochtitlan while mediating between two
languages: Spanish and Indigenous Nahuatl pictography. The codex represents a hybrid of
Nahuatl and European bookmaking traditions with basic forms, geometric linearity, and precise
pigmentation and linework. With two aqua-colored lines bisecting a central square from opposite
corners, the frontispiece bears a simple, stylized rendering of the city, its causeways, and four
altepetl. This codex will be discussed further in the next chapter, but presciently it illustrates a
concept of borders prior to the arrival of Cortés; both before and after the Conquest, therefore,
the border was seen and understood as a physical manifestation of ideological factions among the
Indigenous altepetl that emerged along geographical boundaries.
Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría has documented the transformation of the city under Spanish
rule following the Conquest, tracing the patterns by which the Spanish leaders systematically

11

Ibid 20.
Ibid 18. For further information on place-names in Mexico City following the Conquest, see Mundy, “PlaceNames in Mexico-Tenochtitlan” Ethnohistory 61, no. 2 (Spring 2014): 329–55.
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demolished, appropriated, and repurposed preexisting architecture within the site previously
known as Tenochtitlan.13 Recognizing the significance of the capital to local Indigenous
communities, and with the help of Indigenous collaborators, the Spanish settlers decided to keep
the cardinal orientation of the city and to build their own structures of religious worship and
governance within the preexisting plaza.14 As Cortés states in his third letter, “[Tenochtitlan]
itself had once been so renowned and of such importance, we decided to settle in it and also
rebuild it.”15 The grid became a powerful tool, both in theory and in practice, for the colonizers
in transforming the city into a global nexus and establishing order throughout their new territory,
both in Mexico and elsewhere in their global colonial empire. If for the Mexica, the “grid” (or
quadrilinear system) had complex significance, with both political, social, and religious
resonances for each altepetl, for the Spanish, the grid became indicative of absolute control, a
symbol for their unquestionable dominion.
By 1524, Alonso García Bravo, an urban planner brought to New Spain by Cortés, had
begun reshaping the streets of Mexico City. In doing so, he mapped out an area of one hundred
blocks in the center of the city that would be reserved exclusively for Spaniards, known as la
traza (Spanish for “trace,” fig. 1.2). This area occupied roughly a quarter of Tenochtitlan,
centered around the former complex of the Templo Mayor, which was renamed as the Plaza
Mayor. The elemental parts of the complex were used as construction materials for new
buildings erected in the Plaza Mayor.16 The aggressive overthrow of the city represents the

13

See Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría, “A City Transformed: From Tenochtitlan to Mexico City in the Sixteenth Century,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Aztecs, ed. Deborah L. Nichols and Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2017).
14
Rodríguez-Alegría, 5.
15
Cortés, Letters from Mexico, 270.
16
Ibid.
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appropriation of symbolic space, and consequently it brought forth the literal and ideological
marginalization of Indigenous people. One Mexica poet mourned the loss of Tenochtitlan:
We have pounded our hands in despair
against the adobe walls
for our inheritance, our city is lost and dead
the shields of our warriors were its defense
but they could not save it.17
The Indigenous heritage of the city was not destroyed completely, but rather transformed, or
figuratively remapped like the land itself. By tracing the afterlife of Tenochtitlan as a space of
power and conflict—an internal borderland—this study examines how the traza manifested in
everyday life as a fluid space in which the othered body was marginalized, but was allowed to
exist because of the presence of the Plaza Mayor, which became an inadvertent site of social
mixing among the city’s denizens, and where the new mestiza identity was formed.

Internal Borders, Boundaries, and Barriers
In formulating my concept of the internal boundary as a borderland, or a space of power and
conflict, I have considered other instances of modern colonial confrontations with border issues.
In her book Elsewhere, Within Here: Immigration, Refugeeism, and the Boundary Event, Trinh
T. Minh-ha examines the phenomenon of national borders before and after the September 11,
2001 attacks on the World Trade Center in New York. As an immigrant, a refugee, and a tourist,
Trinh navigates borderlands through the perspective of the other.18 She questions the perceived

17

Miguel Leon-Portilla, ed., The Broken Spears. The Aztec Account of the Conquest of Mexico (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1962), 149. Translated from Nahuatl into Spanish and then into English.
18
Trinh’s work as a scholar, filmmaker, and writer is informed by her experience as a migrant from Vietnam living
between Japan, West Africa, and the United States throughout her life. While her book Elsewhere, Within Here
primarily concerns national borders, I reference her in this study to frame my discussion on the borderland as a fluid
space, rather than a dichotomy-inducing boundary.
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dichotomy between inside and outside by describing the “wall event” as a space of fluid
existence:
The wall, in its wide range of material and figural manifestations, remains actively
ambivalent in its transgressive and regressive presence. At first, it all seems as if
everything depends on which side of the wall one finds oneself. But, as border inhabitants
acutely remark, the high wall that keeps out is the same wall that keeps in. Outside and
inside: again the pair hardly functions as a binary, despite the authorities’ colossal effort
to censor and separate. What offers itself as a hymn or a song, also stands as a sign of
isolation and fear, a scar in the environmental landscape, a visual statement of one’s
relationship with one’s neighboring communities across the region.19
There is, on the one hand, the physical footprint of the border, the “scar in the
environmental landscape” to borrow Trinh’s words, and on the other hand there is the ideological
schism manifest on either side of the dividing line. Questioning the presence of a border as an
“event” following Trinh, rather than as an immovable structure, offers a way to situate
boundaries in relation to individual bodies. The border thus takes on a social and performative
dimension, one that reflects the ways in which it interacts with individual bodies within the
broader context of international dispute and (re)definitions of nationhood. In this way, the
“biography” of the border becomes apparent—it is an antagonist, and intercessor, a Goliath, a
living presence.
Wole Soyinka has similarly discussed the social divisions that a border or wall enacts; the
Berlin Wall, for instance, was re-built brick by brick, and though its purpose and ideology
changed, it nevertheless remained a symbol of power and dominance.20 The border was not
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Trinh, 3.
Writing two years after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, Soyinka discusses the early stages of the wall,
constructed in 1961, as a physical manifestation of ideological conflict stemming from the Berlin Blockade (June
24, 1948–May 12, 1949). He and many scholars view the blockade as a steppingstone in the international crises that
eventually became the Cold War. It took place during the multinational occupation of post-war Germany; the Soviet
Union blocked the Western Allies' access by land and sea to the sectors of Berlin under Western control. In
reclaiming access to this sector, “[the West’s] mission was not to drop tons of TNT or fragmentation bombs,” as
Soyinka states, “but sacks of flour, fruits, potatoes, clothing, drugs-raining milk, wine, and oil on the desperate
inmates of that city.” Their mission was more quotidian and symbolic. The very people, Germans citizens, that had
previously been caught in the crossfire became protectorates; their safety and their humanity following an inhumane
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merely symbolic, as the Eastern and Western powers physically delineated its boundaries; it
represented an impasse between ideologically conflicted nations. The wall acknowledged this
division, while insisting on the impossibility of cohabitation. In Berlin, the construction of the
wall—its physical presence—created a schism in a previously unified city. Similar to the
creation of the Spanish traza, there is a logic to the construction of the Berlin wall that obeys a
Machiavellian military strategy of dividing and conquering the enemy (or the occupied, East
Germans) as a means of seizing and maintaining power.
A border itself is a symbol for power, and its influence does not yield when the border is
deconstructed. The schism between the disunified populace of a land previously marked by
border divisions remains part of a cultural, multigenerational memory. Using my definition of
the borderland, which places emphasis on the relationship between the physical body of the other
in relation to the boundaries that define spaces of sociopolitical power, this investigation
considers how a historical site of centralized power within national borders fits into the context
of postcolonial border studies. The central plaza of Mexico City serves as the narrative
touchstone throughout this study in its various iterations as the city center: the pre-Hispanic
Templo Mayor complex, the colonial Plaza Mayor, and the postcolonial Zócalo, as it is known
today.21

conflict was endowed with new value in the eyes of the West. But the symbolism of international conflict during this
time arose out of the lack of access and disputed authority over a land that had already been damaged by the scars of
war. Quoted from Soyinka, “Beyond the Berlin Wall,” Transtition, no 1 (1991): 6.
21
After Mexico won its independence from Spain in 1821, the plaza retained its name until President Antonio López
de Santa Anna sought to build a monument dedicated to Mexican Independence. He commissioned Spanish architect
Lorenzo de la Hidalga to design a commemorative column in 1843, but in the end only the plinth of the column
(zócalo in Spanish) was constructed, giving the location its name. See Seth Dixon, “Making Mexico More ‘Latin’:
National Identity, Statuary and Heritage in Mexico City's Monument to Independence,” Journal of Latin American
Geography 9, no. 2 (2010): 124–25; and Ana Martinez, Performance in the Zócalo: Constructing History, Race, and
Identity in Mexico’s Central Square from the Colonial Era to Present (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2020), 86.
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Chapter One, “Colonial Spaces, Social Encounters: The Formation of a Borderland”
considers how the Plaza Mayor became a complicated space in which the Indigenous body could
exist, albeit with less autonomy and stricter surveillance than its European counterparts.
Throughout Spain’s occupation of Mexico, from the Conquest of 1521 to the eleven-year armed
conflict three hundred years later that gained the former colony its independence, the colonial
regime sought to maintain separation between Spanish and non-Spanish inhabitants. This policy
engendered a social or caste-like hierarchy between white Spaniards and people of Indigenous or
Black ancestry. Racial divisions were made explicit by the segregated space at the center of
Mexico City, the traza. This boundary was, I argue, superseded by the presence of the Plaza
Mayor, the central square of the city and former center of the Nahuatl city-states. In other words,
this particular borderland did not exist as a dichotomy, or a strictly enforced line of separation,
but as a fluid space that generated new identity formation in a rapidly changing, diversifying
country.
The chapter begins with a general history of Tenochtitlan prior to the Spanish Conquest
of 1521, foregrounding the importance of plaza as a sacred site for the Nahua society at the heart
of the Mexica Empire, Tenochtitlan. The chapter then turns to Spain’s supplantation and
claiming of the central square following the Conquest, the establishment of separate European
and Indigenous zones with the creation of the traza, and the ultimate failure to enforce these
separations as Mexicans moved toward an increasingly mixed identity. The colonial traza helped
reinforce racial hierarchy—while it did not have concrete boundaries separating Indigenous and
European inhabitants, its zoning symbolized the physical and sociopolitical centrality of
whiteness in the colonized territory. The Plaza Mayor, I demonstrate, broke down the borders
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that Spain sought to establish by functioning as a space that both enabled and necessitated social
interaction among the diversifying inhabitants of Mexico City.
Chapter Two, “The Porfiriato: Performing Power at the Center” considers how the plaza
was used as a performative space where the State power of the new nation of Mexico was put on
display. I open my discussion in the late-colonial period, which saw the increasingly mixed
social makeup of the country, or mestizaje, and the waning prestige of the colonial government.
Mexico won its independence from Spain in 1821, a triumphant moment that was quickly
followed by a series of wars throughout the long nineteenth-century, which ended with the
seven-term presidential dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz, a period known as the Porfiriato (1877–
1911). This period was also characterized by processes of racialization, in which a Europeanized
Mexican identity was distinguished from its Indigenous or Black heritage. Without this imposed
racial hierarchy, the power dynamics in these contested spaces would not exist. Díaz purported to
be a champion of mestizaje in the early years of his administration, but ultimately, he and his
followers used elements of Indigenous culture performatively for the sake of creating a unique
Mexican identity, while subsequently taking an aggressive stance against Indigenous
communities through policies of displacement and forced assimilation.
In considering how State power was centralized during this period, in this chapter I focus
on one particular year, 1910, which marked Mexico’s Centenario (centennial), a month-long
series of celebrations that took place in Mexico City to commemorate the beginning of the
Mexican War of Independence. The Centenario centered on elaborate historical reenactments in
the Zócalo from Mexico’s history, from the Conquest of the Mexica, the colonization of the
Nahua, and the country’s independence from Spain. Through these reenactments, which often
portrayed the Nahua as subservient and exoticized while Spaniards appeared powerful and regal,
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the parade organizers made way for a performative incarnation of the Indigenous body in the city
center. The parade was purposefully designed to advance a national identity based on the
country’s mixed racial heritage, but ultimately stigmatized and further marginalized Indigenous
people, thus reiterating the Zócalo’s role as an internal borderland, a site of Eurocentric, elite
power.
Chapter Three, “Borderlands and the Body: The Art of Taking up Space” focuses on how
the Zócalo continues to function as a site of conflicted encounter between the State and the
individual body in the modern era. Turning to the student-led movements of 1968, in which
organizers occupied the Zócalo in demonstrations against State authoritarianism, I consider how
the presence of the State was decentralized through protest. Many conceptual and performance
artists of the late 1960s and 70s were either involved in or deeply impacted by the 1968
movement, and explored how the act of being subversively present can transform the power
dynamics of site of historical State authority, or the internal borderland. I focus on the actions of
the artist collective Grupo Proceso Pentágono and performance artist Francis Alÿs, who staged
multiple actions in the Zócalo in reference to the events of 1968, ranging from the fall of
Tenochtitlan to governmental abuses of power and sanctioned atrocities carried out by State
police in the wake of the 1968 events. In doing so, I demonstrate, these performance artists
reclaim collective memories of erasure, violence, and disappearance perpetuated by colonizers,
and in turn by the State.
The power dynamics at play in the historic center and its constant negotiations of power
and presence are the very factors that endow the Zócalo with the characteristics of a borderland.
To cross a border or to live in a borderland is, by its nature, an act of resistance. The word
“resistance” is perhaps applied too liberally in postcolonial theory, though not surprisingly;
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focusing on the resistance efforts of the subjugated offers a way of coming to terms with the
violence of colonial and authoritarian narratives. But resistance is not necessarily active, it can
also be passive, a means of surviving rather than fighting. María Lugones, writing in 1992 in
response to Alzaldúa’s Borderlands, has described this form of resistance: “resistance depends
on this creation of a new identity, a new world of sense, in the borders.”22 She continues, “unless
resistance is a social activity, the resister is doomed to failure in the creation of a new universe of
meaning, a new identity.”23 The act of insisting on one’s right to exist in a space without refusal
is both an active and passive form of resistance. The passive form of resistance, taking up space,
has ultimately shaped my conceptualization of the borderland and how the Zócalo embodies it:
resistance is not always an action, but a psychic reorientation to establish one’s agency to subvert
boundaries as a strategy for defense—the act of existing in a space of power where one’s
presence has historically been contested, unwanted, or controlled.
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María Lugones, “On Borderlands/La Frontera: An Interpretive Essay,” Hypatia 7, no. 4 (Fall 1992): 33.
Ibid, 36.
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CHAPTER ONE
Colonial Spaces, Social Encounters: The Formation of a Borderland
As Gloria Anzaldúa argues, borderlands operate along axes of power; historically, they have
been delineated, occupied, and upheld by those in control of a conquered land. The borderland is
a space that by its very nature creates a new identity. Anzaldúa refers to this liminal space as the
nepantla, a Nahuatl word meaning “the middle ground.”24 AnaLouise Keating elaborates on
Anzaldúa’s idea: “This in-between space facilitates transformation; as the boundaries break
down, the identity categories that before were so comfortable—so natural, as it were—no longer
work; they dissolve, compelling us to find new ways to define ourselves.”25 The concept is thus
both spiritual and concrete, as an individual’s perception of their social identity and relationship
to place can be shaped and determined by their access to space, or their exclusion from it.
Anzaldúa discusses nepantla as a space of a Mestiza identity formation along the national
borderlands between the US and Mexico, but I argue that this term could also be used to define
the internal boundaries within nation-states, or, in other words, the segregative boundaries that
establish hierarchies on the basis of class, race, and ethnicity and determine the mobility of
individual inhabitants within a given territory. This chapter introduces the Plaza Mayor, or the
central square in Mexico City, as one such internal borderland. Following the Conquest, the
Spanish built the Plaza Mayor on the footprint of the previous Indigenous center, which similarly
served as the political, social, and religious heart of Tenochtitlan, the Mexica empire conquered
by the Spaniards. The Plaza Mayor thus became the most important zone of social, political, and
religious power in Mexico, and moreover, the worldwide Spanish colonies.
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Gloria Anzaldúa and AnaLouise Keating, Interviews/Entrevistas, (New York and London: Routledge, 2000), 5.
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The term nepantla appears in Book 6 of the Florentine Codex, an illuminated twelvevolume manuscript on the religion, rituals, and rhetoric of the Nahua people (c. 1577–79; fig.
1.3).26 The text, which draws upon material gathered from Nahua elders directed by
Spanish Franciscan friar Bernardino de Sahagún, defines nepantla as a metaphor for achieving
internal balance:
Tlachichiquilco in tihuih in tinemih tlalticpac: nipa centlami, nipa centlami. In tlā nipa
xiyāuh in tlā noceh nipa xiyāuh ōmpa tonhuetziz: zan tlanepantlah in huīlōhua in
nemōhua.
On earth we live, we travel along a mountain peak. Over here there is an abyss, over there
is another abyss. If thou goest over here, or thou goest over there, thou wilt fall in. Only
in the middle doth one go, or doth one live.27
The middle way, in both metaphorical and concrete terms, takes on the spatial conception
of the borderland. With the systematic upheaval of Indigenous languages, architecture, and
religion, the Indigenous body was relegated to a liminal space. Nepantla took on expanded
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2019).
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meaning throughout the sixteenth century, following Spain’s arrival, to describe the felt
experience of the colonized body, situated between Mexica traditions and Spanish imposition.
Divisions of power typically establish both the physical and ideological boundaries of a
borderland, but the Plaza Mayor was navigated with varying degrees of liberty. This chapter
begins with a brief history of Tenochtitlan prior to the Spanish Conquest of 1521, and an
explanation of the central sacred square’s significance through the construction of monuments
dedicated to various deities and the organization of Indigenous city-states around it as visualized
through maps and codices, such as the Codex Mendoza. The following sections incorporate
paintings of the plaza to examine Spain’s reorganization of the city, the takeover of its central
square following the Conquest, and the establishment of separate European and Indigenous
zones. In examining these processes and contrasting them with visual depictions of the plaza, I
demonstrate the ultimate failure of the colonial government to enforce these separations as
Mexico moved toward an increasingly mixed social and ethnic identity, and how the plaza itself
as an internal borderland engendered this identity.

The Sacred Center of the Mexica Metropolis
The great city of Tenochtitlan was molded over the course of several generations into a carefully,
compactly built island city in the middle of a shallow lake.28 As Barbara Mundy writes:
In Nahuatl, the Indigenous language of central Mexico spoken by the Mexica,
“Tenochtitlan” roughly means “next to the nopal cactus fruit of the rock,” from the
Nahuatl nochtli, for “nopal cactus fruit,” and tetl, for “rock.” Residents of the city held
that their great migrations of the eleventh and twelfth centuries were brought to a close
by their tribal deity, Huitzilopochtli (hummingbird of the south), in 1325, when he sent
the Mexica tribal leaders a potent sign. Taking on the form of an eagle, he flew to a perch
on top of a nopal cactus where the exhausted and harried tribe was resting, on a rocky
outcrop in the center of the great lake of Tetzcoco [Texcoco]. These leaders founded their
island city on this spot and gave it the name Tenochtitlan, a name drawn from the
28
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topography of the site of this miraculous event. Thus the name is not just a descriptive
toponym but the location where Huitzilopochtli, a powerful warrior deity, chose
Tenochtitlan as the island home for the Mexica, confirming their sense of themselves as
his chosen people.29
From this spot in the middle of a lake, Tenochtitlan was born. Along with the city-states
Texcoco to the northeast and Tlacopan to the west, Tenochtitlan was one of three large altepeme
(plural of altepetl or city-states) that formed a political pact known as the Triple Alliance, often
referred to collectively as the Aztec Empire. Tenochtitlan was comprised of four smaller, semiindependent altepeme—Moyotlan, Teopan, Atzacoalco, and Cuepopan—that were divided along
the great causeways that ran perpendicularly through the city. While these four constituent
altepeme have historically been homogenized, recent scholarship has demonstrated the relative
autonomy of each sector.30 James Lockhart describes the basic principles of altepetl
organization:
The Nahua manner of creating larger constructs, whether in politics, society, economy, or
art, tended to place emphasis on a series of relatively equal, relatively separate and selfcontained constituent parts of the whole, the unity of which consisted in the symmetrical
numerical arrangement of the parts, their identical relationship to a common reference
point, and their orderly, cyclical rotation. This mode of organization can be termed
cellular or modular as opposed to hierarchical, but it is by no means incapable of
producing real, cohesive, lasting larger units.31
As Lockhart states, the altepeme had separate economic, political, and religious operations, with
separate markets, ruling bodies of governance, and temples dedicated to respective patron
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deities. Mundy elaborates on this argument: “each [altepetl] seems to have had its own ruling
lineage and its own religious complex dedicated to the altepetl’s particular deity; Lockhart
describes the larger city of Tenochtitlan as a ‘complex altepetl’ comprising these four component
altepeme, which in turn had one huei tlatoani (supreme leader) and a central sacred complex.”32
The “sacred complex” or Sacred Precinct was the nexus of political and religious power
for the Nahua people living in these four altepeme. The buildings in this area represented their
principal sites of worship and devotion, the most prominent of which was the Templo Mayor
(called Huēyi Teōcalli in Nahuatl).33 This monumental structure occupied the center of the
complex, and was comprised of a tall, multi-step platform.34 At the top of the platform were two
temples dedicated to Nahua deities: the temple to the right or southern side of the platform
represented Huitzilopochtli, the god of war; the temple to the left or northern side represented
Tlaloc, the god of rain and agriculture.35 The temple faced the western horizon, an orientation
that was carefully chosen by Mexica architects; on important equinoxes, the sun seemed to rise
in the eastern sky at the center of the twin temples.36 A temple dedicated to Quetzalcoatl, the god
of wind, stood to the west of the Templo Mayor, parallel to the two adjacent temples where it
would be directly illuminated by the sun’s rays.
Symbolically, the significance of these deities—the protectors of rain, wind, and war—
represented the importance of agriculture and abundant natural resources for the Mexica, as well
as the perceived necessity of bodily offerings and sacrifice of individuals who were conquered
by the Mexica to ensure the empire’s prosperity. The presence of Huitzilopochtli, the god of war,
32
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is particularly relevant to this discussion. By including monuments dedicated to Huitzilopochtli
in such a central space atop the empire’s most sacred temple, the Mexica clearly illustrated the
power structures that governed the empire, namely the demarcation between those who were in
power and those who were not.37 The central plaza thus took on the ontological functions of a
borderland because it was understood to be a space where power imbalances would not only
unfold, but would be put on display through sacrifice and tribute. The plaza represented the
dichotomy between the conquerors and the conquered, the authoritative body and the subjugated
one, existing within the same shared space.
The central plaza’s structures, including the Templo Mayor, appear on the map of
Tenochtitlan illustrated in Hernán Cortés’s second letter to King Charles V of Spain (fig. 1.4–5).
In this map, referred to as the Nuremberg map after its place of publication in 1524, the unknown
creator depicts the island city from a bird’s eye view in its most elemental forms with symbolic
hieroglyphs.38 The Sacred Precinct appears as a walled city square; it includes the Templo
Mayor; a skull-rack that holds the remains of ritually sacrificed captives of the Mexica; and the
palace of Moctezuma II, the ninth and final emperor of the Triple Alliance (r. 1502/3–20) who
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ruled until his death at the hands of Cortés’s army. The starting points of the causeways emerge
from each of the precinct’s four sides, while roads and residential homes radiate outward from
the central plaza, signifying its importance as the nucleus of the city.39 According to archeologist
Eduardo Matos Moctezuma, who led major excavations on the Templo Mayor from 1978 to
1982: “the principal center, or navel, where the horizontal and vertical planes [of the cosmos]
intersect, that is, the point from which the heavenly or upper plane and the plane of the
Underworld begin and the four directions of the universe originate, is the Templo Mayor of
Tenochtitlan. Moreover, the structure itself represents the totality of the vision the Mexica had of
the universe.”40
From its inception, therefore, the location of the Templo Mayor became a sacred
landscape for the Nahua people, and in turn the central plaza of the Mexica Empire. This
significance is notably captured on the frontispiece of the Codex Mendoza (fig. 1.1).41 The
manuscript was created by unknown Mexica scribes roughly two decades after the Conquest.
The frontispiece depicts a simplified layout of Tenochtitlan reimagined by scribes living in
colonial Mexico City who may or may not have known the city in its previous incarnation as the
Mexica capital. The illustration shows the city at the moment of its creation, with surrounding
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figures representing the tribal leaders credited as the city’s founders.42 The folio also functions as
a rudimentary map of the four smaller altepeme of Tenochtitlan—Moyotlan, Teopan,
Atzacoalco, and Cuepopan. Turquoise bands surround and separate each altepetl and signify the
canals that were constructed to allow inhabitants to traverse the city. The tribal leaders of the
altepeme are dispersed among the four quarters of land, which corresponded to separate political
entities. While the physical Templo Mayor is not depicted on the frontispiece of the Codex
Mendoza, the eagle in the center of the composition is the temple’s symbolic proxy. As the
Nahua legend describes, Huitzilopochtli took the form of an eagle to indicate where the city of
Tenochtitlan would be built. With the Huitzilopochtli eagle shown at the center of the
perpendicular canals that would be built into causeways prior to colonial occupation, and with
the founders of the city purposefully oriented toward the eagle, the illustration demonstrates that
although the empire was divided into separate altepeme, it was unified spatially and ideologically
around the central site of the Templo Mayor, which held a monument dedicated to
Huitzilopochtli. Mundy has described the temple’s complex as “a cosmic linchpin, a place where
the human world brushed up against the divine.”43 A sixteenth-century Nahuatl hymn conveys
the city’s ideological import:
Mexico Tenochtitlan Atlitic…
Among the rushes and the reeds
At the heart and the head
Of what is called the New World
Here it is at the setting of the sun
Where are awaited and received
The diverse people of the four quarters.44
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The Templo Mayor and its surrounding complex thus acted as a collective space among the
disparate altepeme. Though inhabitants of the altepeme were ideologically and physically
separated along political and geographical boundaries, the Templo Mayor, as the heart of
Tenochtitlan, served a metaphysical purpose that transcended ideological boundaries and
physical borders in the pre-Conquest era.
The rectilinearity of Tenochtitlan as depicted on the Codex Mendoza may not have
corresponded to the precise order of the city’s streets, but demonstrates the conceptual
significance the Nahua held for quadripartite arrangements, which “in politics and architectural
design, as well as urban spaces, were conducive to harmony in those entire arenas,” as Mundy
writes.45 The adherence to the quadripartite arrangement echoes similar concepts developed by
Renaissance artists and scholars from the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries, who used grid
techniques in perspectival drawings and architectural designs. The Spanish did not introduce the
grid plan to the Americas, but the pre-existing gridded structure of Nahua cities was a crucial
element in Spain’s remapping of their new territory, which would build upon the original grid
plan of Tenochtitlan and refashion it in the image of European cities.46
As Mundy has observed, “When Cortés reassigned the lands within the Mexica
ceremonial precinct, his tremendous will (and ego) allowed him to act as if no sacred city had
existed there before; taking possession of the Mexica palaces was certainly a practical move but
also indicates a belief that present possession erases past history.”47 The Spaniards quickly
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realized the cultural and site-specific significance of the Templo Mayor complex as a sacred
location, and used this knowledge to their advantage in remapping the city in order to assert their
authority. As the Mexica had already established the central plaza to be a space of authority
where the conquered body was subsumed by the ruling body, the Spanish were able to use the
plaza to the same ends. Recognizing the importance of the Templo Mayor, they supplanted the
Indigenous buildings surrounding the temple with their own central complex, which would come
to be called the Plaza Mayor.

The Conquest and the Beginnings of a New Order
This section considers the reconfiguration of space and Indigenous presence within the area that
formerly comprised the Templo Mayor. Before the Conquest, the palace of Axayacatl (the sixth
ruler of the Triple Alliance, r. 1469–81) stood to the west of the great temple, and was where
Cortés and his men lodged when Moctezuma II welcomed them to the city as his guests. 48
Moctezuma II’s palace was located on the eastern side of the plaza; it is here that the Palacio
Nacional (National Palace) was eventually erected and stands to this day, serving as an everpresent reminder of the Spanish colonizers’ violent insurrection and imposed order on the
Indigenous capital. During the Conquest, the city’s temples were razed, and their stones were
recycled to build new monuments—churches, government buildings, and the viceregal palace
now surrounded the plaza where the Templo Mayor once stood. With the Spanish colonization
and subsequent remapping and creation of “New Spain,” the Plaza Mayor became a visual
signifier of Spanish power in the Americas.
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A number of sources have provided first-hand accounts of the destruction of the Templo
Mayor. While Nahua and Spanish sources have provided conflicting details, perhaps the most
well-known translation of the original Nahuatl accounts is captured in Miguel León-Portillo’s
book, The Broken Spears: The Aztec Account of the Conquest of Mexico (Spanish, 1959; English,
1962).49 This particular account by an unknown author in Tlatelolco (an altepetl to the north of
Tenochtitlan) describes in concise, but vivid detail Cortés’s arrival, the massacre at the Templo
Mayor, the retaliation of the Indigenous armies, the ensuing epidemic that devastated the Triple
Alliance, and eventually the fall of the city and the torture of Mexica leaders. The author’s
descriptive prose, as translated by León-Portillo, paints a somber picture of the city’s fate:
Broken spears lie in the roads;
we have torn our hair in our grief.
The houses are roofless now, and their walls
are red with blood.
Worms are swarming in the streets and plazas,
and the walls are splattered with gore.
The water has turned red, as if it were dyed,
and when we drink it,
it has the taste of brine.
We have pounded our hands in despair
against the adobe walls,
for our inheritance, our city, is lost and dead.
The shields of our warriors were its defense,
but they could not save it.
We have chewed dry twigs and salt grasses;
we have filled our mouths with dust and bits of adobe;
we have eaten lizards, rats and worms.50
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This harrowing account portrays the violent siege of the city, and the plight of the Indigenous
peoples upon losing their sacred land to foreign invaders. This excerpt also conveys the scars of
colonization, the physical traces of violent insurrection on both the bodies of the people who are
subjugated, as well as the landscape itself. In the centuries since the Conquest, excavations have
revealed that the Templo Mayor was not destroyed in one fell swoop in 1521, as was previously
thought.51 Instead, it had been deconstructed, and its elemental parts—stones, statues, and other
ruins—became the foundation from which a new city center would emerge. Metaphysical scars
of the Conquest were left on the minds of the people, as conveyed through the firsthand Nahuatl
accounts. These scars would endure as the ruins of their dismantled city were transformed into
colonial architecture in the devastating wake of a new regime.
The Spanish recognized the strategic advantage of destroying the temple, the palaces, and
other buildings within the Sacred Precinct as a means of visually signifying the end of Mexica
dominance and the beginning of a new era of sociopolitical rule. Such a strategic replacement
acknowledged the spiritual significance of Tenochtitlan and the Templo Mayor to its surrounding
altepeme. The seat of local Spanish rule, as well as spaces and symbols of Christian worship
were forcefully imposed upon a site already understood to be culturally important to the Nahua
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people. As Richard L. Kagan notes, “The [Plaza Mayor] thus remained the heart of Mexico
City…Metaphorically, it was the place where the city’s piety, policía [civic order] and prosperity
were simultaneously on view.”52

Centering Spanish Presence in the Heart of the Colonial Empire
The reconstruction of Mexico City following the Conquest engendered a desire to centralize
Spanish inhabitants within the newly occupied territory, both symbolically and physically. The
space that was segregated off for Spanish inhabitants, known as la traza, was comprised of 100
gridded city blocks in the city center, encompassing roughly a quarter of what had been
Tenochtitlan. A map illustrated in George Kubler’s influential Mexican Architecture of the
Sixteenth Century features the rectilinear plan of the city with an invisible line representing the
border of the traza superimposed onto the city streets, with the Plaza Mayor in the center (fig.
1.2). The traza itself aligned with the pre-existing grid of the Indigenous city, while any
structures within the zone that disrupted the grid were demolished. This pivotal decision set a
precedent for the future configuration of the Mexico City; between 1524 and 1526, the cabildo,
or Spanish colonial council, had granted land for building projects on the Plaza Mayor, but
rescinded these grants in favor of a larger, open public space.53 This move guaranteed the
Crown’s consolidation of power to the Plaza Mayor, the former center of the Sacred Precinct and
the new center of the Spanish traza. As Mundy observes, “With the creation of this large plaza,
the cabildo, both in theory and in practice, established an important public space within the city,
one it controlled, whose land was thenceforth not granted to private individuals.” 54 The Spanish
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now occupied and dominated the ceremonial center, using the spolia of demolished sacred
monuments to decorate or construct the buildings surrounding it in its subversion of Mexica
power.
The Indigenous zone was pushed beyond the borders of the traza. This area was largely
unplanned, contrasting with the strict organization of the city’s interior. The location of the
Indigenous neighborhoods (referred to as parcialidades or barrios) corresponded with that of the
four altepeme of Tenochtitlan. The Nahuatl names of the four altepeme—Moyotlan, Teopan,
Atzacoalco, and Cuepopan—were combined with the names of Catholic patron saints, and
became known as San Juan Moyotlan, San Pablo Teopan, San Sebastián Atzacoalco, and Santa
María Cuepopan.55 While Spanish houses were constructed with dressed stones, Indigenous
homes were traditionally made of adobe and often fell into a state of disrepair.56 The public
streets and buildings were similarly disregarded by the local Spanish municipality.57 As
Martinican theorist Frantz Fanon reasoned in his analysis of colonial occupation, “The ‘native’
sector is not complementary to the European sector. The two confront each other, but not in the
service of a higher unity. Governed by a purely Aristotelian logic, they follow the dictates of
mutual exclusion: There is no conciliation possible, one of them is superfluous.”58 Fanon’s
statement is exemplified by the disparate architecture of Mexico City’s sectors—the traza and
the barrios—which correlated with the hierarchies that the Spanish sought to establish. The area
now occupied by the traza, however, had also been the center of its Indigenous predecessor—the
Templo Mayor complex. Even before the Conquest, the center represented order, while the
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surrounding suburban areas were relatively disordered. The crucial difference is that the social
standing of those living outside of the central zone of the Spanish traza was devalued by the
Conquest; the diverse Indigenous populations that occupied this outside zone were now
physically and socially pushed out of the center into marginalized areas and rendered unequal,
counter to the social balance that existed within the altepeme prior to Spanish arrival.59
By the time Tenochtitlan had transformed into Mexico City, the colonial capital, the
Spaniards had adapted their particular notion of order from the hierarchical structure of the
Church, centered on Vatican City, as Ángel Rama observes: “The absolutist European nation
states of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries enjoyed the full support of religious
institutions and focused their power at the royal court, seeking to impose from there a
hierarchical discipline on the rest of society.”60 In borrowing the structure of the Church, the
conquerors, by extension, took on the ostensible legitimacy of a religious order. Rama describes
the dynamic between the restructured city and its inhabitants, or the relationship between the
colonial presence and the colonized body:
The ideal of the city as the embodiment of social order corresponded to a moment in the
development of Western civilization as a whole, but only the land of the new continent
afforded a propitious place for the dream of the “ordered city” to become a reality.
…Spanish conquerors became aware of having left behind the distribution of space and
way of life characteristic of medieval Iberian cities—“organic,” rather than “ordered”…
Gradually and with difficulty, they adapted themselves to a frankly rationalizing vision of
an urban future, one that ordained a planned and repetitive urban landscape and also
required that its inhabitants be organized.61
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For the new government, boundaries between Indigenous and European zones offered a way to
control movement within the city, to determine sightlines on city streets, and to impose
subordination on the Indigenous body, both psychologically and physically.
Juan Antonio Prado’s Plaza Mayor de la ciudad de México (1767; fig. 1.20) exhibits the
Spanish government’s preoccupation with the ordered city. In an extensive composition, a
procession of lavishly dressed individuals parades through the centralized Plaza Mayor, forming
an ordered line across the foreground of the painting. Surrounding this bustling scene is the
Catedral Metropolitana to the north, on the right side of the composition; the tip of the
crenellated wall of the viceroy’s palace to the east is shown on the bottom, and the city’s
marketplace fills most of the middle and background.62 Processions like the one depicted in
Prado’s painting illustrate the colonial government’s efforts to centralize Spanish presence
within the city center, and by extension the national consciousness. Magali M. Carrera observes
that these convergences seen in Prado’s painting represent an emerging reaction against the
diversified country:
More than a mimetic representation of a late-colonial urban scene, this image may be
read as emphasizing the intimate correspondence between Mexico City’s colonial bodies
and urban spaces.…[T]he visual construction of colonial bodies was embedded in
bureaucratic reaction to demographic changes which, beginning in the second third of the
century, attempted increasingly vigorous regulation and renovation of colonial bodies and
spaces.63
Carrera has examined the ways in which the colonized were subjected to rigid forms of
regulation through the restructuring of urban spaces. She considers a number of documents—
including royal ordinances and papers related to city officials—that express concern over the
weak infrastructure of Mexico City, a flaw that the colonizers attempted to ameliorate through
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the imposition of order. The term policía appears throughout the documents, and bears a number
of connotations for the colonial body. As Kagan writes, the term can be described as “a
combination of two concepts: one public, linked to citizenship in an organized polity, the other
connected to personal comportment and private life, both inseparable from urban life.”64 Part of
the ethos behind policía stemmed from the Spanish consideration of Tenochtitlan as a so-called
“new world,” a tabula rasa onto which colonizers could project conflated notions of cleanliness,
order, and morality. In an effort to keep policía, the Spanish government focused its attention on
restructuring colonial spaces to optimize sightlines for surveillance, to improve the overall
cleanliness and hygiene of the city, and to separate individuals on the basis of class and race.
Much of this work was done throughout the eighteenth century—such as paving, cleaning, and
illuminating streets; repairing houses; regulating street vendors; and eliminating spaces for
public alcohol consumption. One viceroy, Carlos Francisco de Croix, illustrates in a letter to his
successor that in actuality, the desire for cleanliness stemmed from a fear of social mixing or the
“depurification” of European bloodlines: “There are many mixed-blooded people among the
plebeians, from which arise a being that is exceedingly wicked, and their major characteristics
[are] drunkenness, gambling, lechery, and thievery.”65 The desire for such order and regulation,
however, had been expressed much earlier in the letters of Cortés to Charles V through the
magnificent vision he paints of Tenochtitlan. In his observation of the Mexica, Cortés creates a
false equivalency between order, intelligence, and morality. He describes the “good order and
polity” among the people he sought to conquer (“entre ellos hay toda la manera de buena orden y
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policía”), demonstrating how the notion of order (manifested through boundaries and regulations
of the body) was deeply embedded in the mission to colonize the Mexica empire. 66

The Fluidity of the Borderland
As Carrera has argued, “Given the physical distinctions between [the traza and the barrios] of the
early colonial population, it would seem that separation should have been relatively easy to
maintain. Such spatial division, however, was undermined by the function and placement of the
Plaza Mayor, the civic center, [within] the traza.”67 One specific component of the Plaza Mayor
complicated the very boundaries that the Spanish longed to maintain—the Parián, or
marketplace. The construction of the Parián—mandated in 1694—was in part a response to an
Indigenous uprising that took place in 1692. Prior to its construction, smaller markets existed
throughout Mexico City, but those of the Plaza Mayor served as the commercial center not only
of the city, but also of the Spanish empire, representing its vast extent through the wide array of
international goods traded there.68 The international markets were of little importance to
Indigenous vendors in the sixteenth century, who instead sold food in the markets outside of the
plaza. Upon its completion in the early eighteenth century, the Parián became the principal
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market after several floods in the seventeenth century forced marketers to move from other
locations to the high grounds of the Plaza Mayor.69
Consequently, as the heart of Mexico City, the marketplace became a site of transgressive
social encounter between the colonizers and Indigenous descendants, a situation not unique in
the Spanish colonies. The Parián was named after a similar market just outside Intramuros, a
walled city established on the western coast of the Philippines after Spain’s colonization in the
late sixteenth century. Intramuros (Latin for “within the walls”), I believe, offers a significant
comparison to Mexico City’s traza as a boundary established by the Spanish colonial
government. Like the traza, Intramuros was a city within a city, a European-occupied space that
became the political, educational, and religious center of the Spanish authority within the capital
of Manila. The Manila Parián was designated for non-Catholic Chinese inhabitants, and was first
built in 1581 within the walls of Intramuros, but eventually moved to the “swampy area on the
border of the city.” 70 Like the Parián near Intramuros, Mexico City’s Parián became a
commercial center for diverse imported goods from the Americas, China, and Spain; in the same
vein, both Pariáns were situated within or in close proximity to the Spanish-designated zone. In
both instances, the Spanish established borders, both tangible and intangible, to segregate nonEuropeans socially. Symbols of Spanish political and religious authority—cathedrals and
government offices—similarly marked the Intramuros, but while Manila was scarred with
physical fortifications, the “walls” of Mexico City that separated Indigenous and Spanish
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inhabitants remained fluid due to the centrality of the Plaza Mayor in the social and commercial
life of the city. 71
In 1554, Francisco Cervantes de Salazar had penned a fictional dialogue between two
characters walking along the streets of Mexico City. Upon encountering the Plaza Mayor, one of
the characters provides for the other a particularly illustrative vignette of the city center:
Zuazo: Now here is the plaza. Look carefully, please, and note if you have ever seen
another equal to it in size and grandeur.
Alfaro: Indeed, none that I remember; and I don’t think that its equal can be found in
either hemisphere. Good heavens! How level it is and how spacious! How gay! How
greatly embellished by the superb and magnificent buildings that surround it on all sides!
What order! What beauty! What a situation and location! Truly, if those colonnades that
we are now facing were removed, it could hold an entire army.
Zuazo: The reason for the great size of the plaza is to prevent goods from being offered
for sale in other places. For whereas in Rome there was a market-place for swine, one for
vegetables, another for cattle, the Livian market, the Julian market, the Aurelian market
and the one for delicacies, this one market-place is for all the people of the City of
Mexico. In this one market-place weekly market days were established; here the auctions
are held; here is found whatever there is for sale; and to this place the merchants of the
whole province bring and import their wares. To this market-place also, to sum it up,
flow in whatever things are most desirable in Spain.72
From this imaginary account, we glean a vivid picture of the bustling marketplace of Mexico
City—a veritable bizarre replete with food, livestock, artisanal wares, and imported goods, all
surrounded by structures that represent the continuous presence of colonial imposition.
One of the most well-known artistic representations of the Plaza Mayor during the
colonial period is Vista de la plaza mayor de la Ciudad de México (c. 1695) by artist Cristóbal de
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Villalpando (c. 1649–1714; fig. 1.6). The painting represents a metonymic view of the Spanish
empire, a microcosm that ostensibly portrays harmony within the diverse metropolis of Mexico
City.73 The artist’s composition depicts the Catedral Metropolitana on the left, the northern side
of the city square. The viceregal palace, depicted along the top of the painting, fills the entire
eastern side of the plaza, and the canal (the acequia real, or royal waterway), at right, is located
at the southern end of the Plaza. The square is filled with multitudes of people of different
ethnicities dispersed throughout, and around, a busy emporium of commercial arcades. The
Párian appears in the lower right corner of the composition, while the structures behind it
represent open-air markets, or tianguis, occupied primarily by Indigenous vendors. One could
find various kinds of food in the tianguis. The Párian, however, was reserved for expensive
imported goods.
Art historian Francisco de la Maza counted, with “neurótica paciencia,” a total of 1,283
figures in Villalpando’s sprawling composition.74 A mix of clergymen, soldiers, noblemen and
women dressed in elegant garments circulate around the stalls, interacting with Indigenous and
mestizo vendors. The shops are filled with international goods, including rich fabrics and
decorative wares. Kagan notes that while the view is architecturally accurate, the artist took
liberties with two important aspects of the composition: the Parián, for one, is depicted as an
ordered, clean, and symmetrical structure, and the viceregal palace is portrayed on a grander,
more majestic scale than it was in reality. The actual Parián was not yet fully constructed, and as
a result was typically chaotic and disorganized. The palace had been destroyed by a fire during
the Indigenous uprising three years prior to the completion of the painting, the very uprising that
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led to the construction of the Parián. The outgoing viceroy Gaspar de Silva not only
commissioned Villalpando, but also oversaw the construction of a permanent Parián to replace
the temporary stalls that previously comprised the market and were likewise destroyed in the
uprising.75 Villalpando’s painting does depict the crumbled infrastructure of the palace’s
southern side, but does not subtract from the building’s overall majesty.76 Chaos and destruction
is what Villalpando would have seen—not a stately façade, but the physical manifestation of
civil unrest under the looming presence of colonial power. The artist chose instead to portray the
plaza in a positive light to flatter the vastly unpopular outgoing viceroy. In this way,
Villalpando’s painting bears both a literal and figurative proximity to the concepts of “piety,
policía and prosperity” that characterized Spanish reign; formerly the Indigenous Sacred
Precinct, the Plaza Mayor was now the home of the Catholic Church, the Spanish viceregal state,
and international commerce. In alluding to the Indigenous uprising through the inclusion of the
crumbling façade and the completed Parián, however, Villalpando’s painting makes visible the
social mixing that was facilitated by the market’s creation.
As Villalpando’s painting depicts, a number of visual signifiers delineated social classes
and races in Spanish colonies. The clothing of the figures directly corresponds to their caste, and
was in fact used in the colonial era to describe or categorize a person’s ethnicity. In turn, by
adapting Spanish attributes (e.g., clothing, food, living quarters, etc.), one could “perform” their
status and thus elevate their caste, demonstrating how the physical body had the power to
determine one’s social position.77 In Villalpando’s painting, clergymen and nobility are dressed
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in velvety black robes and powdered wigs. Many of them ride in black, green, or red horsedrawn carriages, a privilege reserved for the elite. Courtiers carry halberds and wear green dress
coats tapered at the waist with red stockings, while soldiers with swords don embellished gray
overcoats. Elite women are shrouded in dark shawls that elegantly drape over silk brocade
gowns. There is a striking contrast between two women in the foreground: An Indigenous
woman leaning over a child at the lower left-hand corner of the Párian, and a Spanish woman
with her child standing several paces away, practically walking off the edge of the picture plane
(fig. 1.7). We can identify the Indigenous woman by her white huipil, or smock, a garment that
can be seen in colonial paintings to classify Indigenous women.78 The Spanish woman’s elegant
attire is embellished with expensive materials and excessive drapery. Black and Indigenous
people were forbidden to wear such luxurious fabrics due to sumptuary laws that regulated their
clothing, as illustrated by the Indigenous woman’s relatively modest blue dress. Her child is
similarly modest in his attire, while the Spanish woman’s son wears a miniature version of the
black overcoats and ruffled collars worn by his adult male counterparts. Both the Indigenous
woman and her child have their backs to the viewer, facing instead a group of Nahua elite men,
while the Spanish woman by comparison seems to glide toward two Spanish men standing near
the entrance of the Párian. In his view of the plaza, Villalpando has included multiple figure
types; while his painting represents a diverse mix of market goers and sellers, there remain
spatial divisions hidden in plain sight.
In the schism between these two figure groups, one can observe how the plaza was
racially and ethnically mixed, but certain parts were nevertheless socially divided. Spanish
citizens dominate the Párian; the Indigenous body is limited in its movement throughout this
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space. The Párian thus enabled social divisions and represented European interests, with rare
fabrics and wares from the far reaches of the Spanish empire. In comparison to the sparsely
concentrated Párian, the Indigenous market on the eastern side of the square bustles with patrons
and sellers of all different figure types intermingling (fig. 1.8). This market represents the
disorderly mixing that so agitated the Crown. While the presence of Indigenous bodies in the
plaza was expected to bear witness to Spanish power and splendor, it instead subverted the
dynamics of the plaza while enduring the limitations placed on appearance, movement, and
access to space.
One could speculate that by including the charred remains of the Palacio Nacional’s
façade in his painting, Villalpando intended a subtle critique of the Crown or viceroyalty. This
argument could be supported by the juxtaposition of the partially destroyed palace, the seat of
colonial power, and the socially mixed markets, which represented the physical manifestation of
a subversively diverse urban space. Though physically marginalized from the traza, Indigenous
residents helped shape the daily life of the Spanish occupiers within the city center. Indigenous
labor built the great palaces and churches depicted in Villalpando’s painting, a grueling
undertaking that the Franciscan friar Motolinía deemed one of the “great plagues” to fall upon
the city’s Indigenous population, after war, disease, famine, and unequal taxes.79 While the city
square was lined by institutional structures that symbolized Spain’s religious and political
authority—the cathedral, the viceregal palace, and government buildings—the market
represented the enduring centrality of the Indigenous body within Mexico City through the
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colonial period. The Plaza Mayor’s diverse populace within the perimeter of the traza
demonstrates how colonial boundaries functioned as fluid borderlands as transcultural spaces.

Real and Imagined Publics: Categorizing the Colonial Body
Another space where the colonial body was artistically depicted, the Alameda Central, offers a
distinctive foil to the Plaza Mayor in the rigidity of its borders. The Alameda was constructed in
1592 as a park designated for Spanish-only use. It is located approximately one kilometer west of
the main plaza. Prior to the Conquest, the area that now coincides with the Alameda was an
Indigenous market, referred to later as the Tianguis of San Hipólito in Spanish. The market was
abandoned during the Conquest, but reestablished under Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza (patron of
the Codex Mendoza) in the 1540s on the western side of the city.80
The obliteration of the Indigenous Tianguis of San Hipólito and the subsequent
construction of the Alameda Central may provide context to the biombo, or folding-screen,
painting, View of the Palace of the Viceroy in Mexico, executed by an unknown artist in Mexico
City (c. 1676; fig. 1.9).81 The painting is comprised of eight panels (originally ten, two are
missing), together measuring 184 centimeters tall and 488 centimeters wide. The five panels on
the right depict a view of the façade of the viceregal palace on the eastern side of the Plaza
Mayor (fig. 1.10). A horse-drawn carriage pulls into view from the right side of the screen,
surrounded on either side by halberd and sword-wielding courtiers adorned with white collars,
and otherwise dressed head-to-toe in black. The stark, black carriage is offset by light
embellishments around the trim, and a crimson red interior from which two figures peer out onto
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the busy plaza. In the foreground of the image at right, there is a sliver of the bustling
marketplace; similar to Villalpando’s painting, the market sellers (a mix of Indigenous, African,
and mestizo vendors) occupy various stalls and tables, interacting with Spanish noblemen, who
are differentiated from the market sellers by their matching black garb. Other non-European
figures dressed in modest clothing engage in various tasks, such as collecting water from the
fountain, operating pushcarts, and steadying horses. There is an abrupt transition from one side
of the screen to the other, likely due to missing panels.82 The view of the viceregal palace comes
to a blunt stop, and the next panel depicts the central fountain of the Alameda. Four walkways
lead up to the fountain, lined on either side by rows of verdant, meticulously manicured trees.
The three panels depict Spanish figures similar to those in the Plaza Mayor, dressed in elegant
black garments, with ruffed collars and tall-crowned, narrow-brimmed hats, reflecting the
period’s popular European fashions. This section also includes Spanish women dressed in
elegant gowns. They walk in pairs, either with another woman or accompanied by a man, while
the men are evidently granted the liberty of walking alone, reflecting a disparity of gender roles
and liberties.
Notably, none of the non-European figures depicted in the Plaza Mayor panels appear in
the view of the Alameda on the left side of the biombo (fig. 1.11). Another rendering of the
Alameda from the first half of the eighteenth century, Allegory of New Spain similarly depicts
the purposeful exclusion of the Indigenous body (fig. 1.12). In this painting, the Alameda is
presented as a garden of earthly delights, resembling the lavish eighteenth-century Rococo
paintings of artists such as Jean-Honoré Fragonard and François Boucher. In contrast to the
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austere garments of the Baroque-era View of the Palace of the Viceroy, the figures in this work
resemble overly animated, colorfully dressed commedia dell’arte stock characters. They sing,
dance, and make gestures in an exaggerated manner, while the figures in the foreground and
background appear disproportionately equal in size. As Kagan has observed, the figures enjoying
the leisure space of the Alameda are entirely white, despite the fact that Black, Indigenous, and
mestizo people made up a majority of Mexico City’s population by this time in the eighteenth
century.
As we see in these examples, the Alameda was a segregated space of leisure over labor,
in stark contrast to the Plaza Mayor. The painting De alvina y español produce negro torna-atrás
likewise illustrates this dynamic (c. 1775, fig. 1.13). A well-dressed, mixed-race family sits in
the foreground: a Spanish man, an albino woman, and a dark-skinned child. They are situated on
a balcony on the periphery of the Alameda. The Spanish man stands peering through a telescope,
surveying the park below, presumably unable to enter the elite space because of his non-white
family, while his wife and child sit subserviently at his feet—physically lower than him in the
composition to demonstrate the gendered and racialized hierarchy of their family dynamic. The
child is referred to as a “torna atrás,” a common descriptor used in casta paintings that literally
translates to “turn back,” signifying the colonial notion that a mixed-race child is “backwards” or
uncivilized. Correspondingly, the wife and child have their backs turned to the elite park as if
they are forbidden from so much as glancing in its direction, while the European husband looks
upon the space from his marginal position in society.83
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The physical distinction between the European and non-European figures in De alvina y
español produce negro torna-atrás resembles a genre of painting that would emerge in the
1720s: Cuadros de casta, or casta paintings. These multi-panel compositions illustrated mixedblooded people of Mexico, usually shown in family units consisting of a mother, a father, and a
child. Each family portrait had a caption detailing the racial lineage of the individuals depicted
and categorized their resulting offspring accordingly—a “Spaniard” and an “Indian” produce a
“Mestizo” child; a “Mestizo” and a “Spaniard” produce a “Castizo”; a “Spaniard” and a “Black
person” produce a “Mulato,” and so on. While the genre is distinct to the eighteenth century, it
was not necessarily prominent or particularly important among artists at the time.84 Casta
paintings do, however, reflect an urgent desire to definitively categorize human traits in
colonized societies, a desire that became urgent during the Age of Enlightenment.85 Casta
paintings were collected by patrons not because of their artistic merit alone, although some
prominent artists such as Miguel Cabrera (1696–1768) produced highly regarded sets of Casta
paintings (fig. 1.14–16).86 The works were instead valued for conflating a proximity to whiteness
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with increased morality. When the canvases are displayed in a single gridded layout, Europeanpresenting families were at the top and darker-skinned families (i.e., Indigenous and Black
individuals) at the bottom, a structure implied by individual paintings created in series as well.
As the castas descended down the scale, the living conditions and apparent civility of the
families depicted followed suit, implying that miscegenation would inevitably lead to
socioeconomic downfall, thus vilifying non-whites (fig. 1.17–19). Family units toward the top of
the scale were depicted in modest domestic settings with fine clothes, while families toward the
bottom were often shown outdoors and unkempt, representing their exotification. The disparity
between living conditions illustrates yet another observation by Fanon: “Colonized society is not
merely portrayed as a society without values. The colonist is not content with stating that the
colonized world has lost its values or worse never possessed any. The ‘native’ is declared
impervious to ethics, representing not only the absence of values but also the negation of values.
He is, dare we say it, the enemy of values. In other words, absolute evil.”87 This “absolute evil,”
in an evangelical sense, can be defined as an ability to corrupt. In depicting Black and
Indigenous people as deplorable, the casta paintings cast racialized others as a threat to white
virtue, while perpetuating religious hierarchies and ostensibly justifying in the minds of the
colonizers the spread of Catholicism and forced religious conversion (or the eradication of
supposed immorality, the imposition of both physical and spiritual order).
The casta figure types furthermore demonstrate how the colonizers demarcated subjects
on the basis of race, and thus determined the extent to which they could enter social spaces and
navigate the borderland of Mexico City’s public sphere. This idea arguably represents a broader
need for self-aggrandizement on behalf of the colonizers, an urgent inclination to justify their
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authority in a society to which they did not belong by establishing an arbitrary hierarchy that
empowered their descendants. Furthermore, in both Cabrera’s panels and the painting View of
the Palace of the Viceroy, a clear separation exists between labor and leisure within the Plaza
Mayor; the European figures socialize or shop in marketplaces, while Black and Indigenous
families are confined to work-related activities, a situation that necessitated interaction between
these otherwise segregated sectors of society. Physical mobility, or access to public space, as
portrayed in the casta figure types, reflects the limitations of social borders within the traza.
Carrera makes a similar argument:
More than simple places or architectural units, the spaces of eighteenth-century Mexico
City were narrative spaces, that is, places where kinds of colonial bodies were described,
inscribed, and constructed. Simultaneously, these bodies operated daily at multiple social
and economic levels and constantly mediated and transformed these metropolitan
narrative spaces to fit their lived existences. As such, city spaces and city inhabitants
were not separate entities. Instead, because they were mutually defining and interwoven,
narration of the regulation and renovation of colonial space and the colonial body
coalesced and converged in the trope of the body.88
While the casta genre did not continue past the nineteenth century, the colonial “tropes” as
defined by the paintings endured, as social barriers continued to be constructed on the basis of
race and class, barriers that prevail today with the continued marginalization of Mexico’s
Indigenous and Black citizens.
As the works discussed in this chapter illustrate, the culture of mestizaje, or a mixed race,
while unintended and unwanted by the Spanish colonial powers, became integral to the daily
lives and new identity of Mexico’s inhabitants through the economic and social mixing that took
place in the Plaza Mayor. Returning to Prado’s Plaza Mayor de la ciudad de México, the
centrality of the Parián in the painting—as a site of social, racial, and economic mixing among
Mexico’s inhabitants since the seventeenth century—in many ways seems at odds with the
88
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procession of Spanish elites promenading through the plaza, taking control of the space through
their very presence and movement. The marketplace, by contrast, is filled with diverse
characters—elites, vendors, artisans, and drifters occupy the stalls together with simple
interactions that ultimately defined the urban makeup and daily lived experience of Mexico City.
If we, then, understand this painting as a depiction of a borderland, the painting represents the
power-defying relationship between the urban elite and the colonized body, the insider and
outsider, the center and periphery.
The Plaza Mayor represented commerce, politics, religion, and indeed the benefits of
cultural hybridity enjoyed by Mexico City's residents. Social exchange between classes within
the plaza, however, was often transactional, predicated by the non-European’s ability to provide
a good or service. Such a social exchange is inherently unequal, whereby the limits of one's
interactions with another of a perceivably lower social status are entirely dependent upon the
other individual’s subservience. While architecture was a powerful tool for colonial regulation
and separation, the social border—the fluid border—did not create impenetrable divisions.
Hierarchies of race, class, and gender, seen in depictions of the Plaza Mayor, contributed to the
subjugation and felt experience of the colonial body; but the boundaries that the Spanish sought
to establish and uphold as a means of asserting power were, in practice, ambivalent to the
evolving culture of the city. In this way, the Plaza Mayor took on the ontological capacity of the
borderland where difference and power were put on display, but simultaneously where the
outside and the inside shared mutual influence, a fluid space from which a new hybrid, or
mestizo, identity could and would emerge.
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CHAPTER TWO
Porfiriato: Performing Power at the Center
After three hundred years of colonial occupation, the racial delineations of the caste system
imposed by colonization became outmoded, and the idea of a “pure” race became increasingly
blurred by mestizaje—a mixed race and a new identity. Though the ethos behind mestizo culture
ostensibly embraces both Indigenous and Spanish history non-hierarchically on the basis of race,
mestizo ethnicity remained very much tied to the cultural makeup and power structures of
colonial Mexico. The caste system and the delineations of the traza faded away but remained
embedded in the ethnic hierarchy of Mexico’s mestizo culture, which in turn manifested in the
country’s unequal distribution of social, economic, and political power.89
In the postcolonial era, the Plaza Mayor, renamed the Plaza de la Constitución in 1843
(but popularly known as the Zócalo), remained the heart of Mexico City, as well as the principal
site for enacting—or performing—State power. 90 With the War of Independence (1810–21),
Mexico achieved its freedom from Spain. Over the following decades, the newly formed
Mexican government faced a particular dilemma that many decolonized countries ultimately
face: how to define a national identity that exists apart from the colonial presence. The leaders of
the newly independent nation decided to embrace, rather than reject, its cultural hybridity as a
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product of both Indigenous and European history.91 The process of defining the country’s
historical legacy in the postcolonial era, and of shaping a new national identity for its people,
merged its Indigenous and European lineage to create a new cultural character based on the
process of racial and cultural mixing that defines mestizaje (though the word literally means
miscegenation). Claudio Lomnitz has discussed the construction of mestizaje as a practical
means to an end:
When a political regime fails to achieve effective citizenship based on equality before the
law, it uses race or origin to define the citizen and thus form the national
subject…Initially, the Mexican citizen was to be constructed on the basis of equality
before the law, and the idea of a national race was rejected as a distant or impossible
goal, if not an outright recipe for what were then called ‘caste wars.’…As a consequence,
a wholly Mexican racialization of the citizen was adopted by leveling out the general
population into one emergent category: the mestizo.92
By 1824, under the national constitution all inhabitants of Mexico were declared citizens, but
racial divisions established under colonial rule still lingered socially; non-white citizens were
still considered second class citizens, politically recognized but socially marginalized.93
This chapter considers the political dimensions of the central plaza as a performative
space in the postcolonial period by focusing on one significant year: 1910. Marking a pivotal
moment in Mexico’s history, the 1910 Centenario (centennial) was a month-long series of
celebrations that took place in Mexico City to commemorate the beginning of the War of
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Independence.94 I focus on the Centenario for two primary reasons: first, it represented the
solidification of the Zócalo as the heart of the modernized, independent republic of the twentieth
century. Second, the celebrations centered on elaborate historical parades, in which participants
were adorned in Indigenous garments and costumes, symbolizing the performative role that
Indigeneity held within Mexican society during the country’s long nineteenth century. I begin
my discussion of the Centenario with historical context on nineteenth-century Mexico in order to
contextualize the nation’s evolving identity over the course of the century, as well as the
relationship between Indigenous communities and the State. I provide a brief overview of the
succession of wars that took place throughout the century, which ended with the seven-term
presidential dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz, a period known as the Porfiriato (1877–1911).95 Díaz
purported to be a champion of mestizaje to bolster his administration in its nascency; by the time
he claimed this identity as part of his controversial legacy, the culture of mestizaje—the
combination of Spanish, Indigenous, and African ancestry—was already interwoven into the
country’s social fabric. In the three centuries since the Conquest, a mestizo culture had been
born, despite Spain’s efforts to prevent its formation. Lomnitz has signaled the importance of the
“borderlands” concept for the development of mestizaje, noting: “Mestizaje was…a lived
experience, which later became a state project shaped by experiences on the border. The
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combination of the state’s need to form a national subject, and the racialized experience of
national identity on the border, is what gives roots and credibility to the Mexican racial mestizo
identity.”96
Lomnitz, like Gloria Anzaldúa, describes the experience of living along the US-Mexico
border in the wake of the twentieth century’s revolutionary nationalism; however, as argued in
the previous chapters, it was the very fluidity of colonial boundaries that engendered the
mestizaje identity in the internal borderland of Mexico City: the Plaza Mayor. As I posit in this
chapter, however, the concept of mestizaje during the postcolonial period represented a utopian
ideal, a symbolic, rather than genuine, embrace of Indigenous communities that coincided with
systemic oppression and forced assimilation. This chapter, in short, focuses on the residual
manifestations of colonial boundaries in Mexico City by considering how mestizaje perpetuated
the marginalization of Indigenous citizens. The chapter explores how performative incarnations
of Indigeneity in the city center during the 1910 Centenario promoted aspects of nation building
based on the country’s mixed racial heritage, but ultimately resulted in the furthered
stigmatization of Indigenous people, and a concretization of the internal borderland as a site of
white, elite power. Furthermore, the performative inclusion of Indigenous bodies in the 1910
parades preserved the insider-outsider and center-periphery dynamic established in the colonial
period, thus symbolizing a continuation of the colonial gaze.
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Mexico’s Long Nineteenth Century & the Rise of Porfirian Politics
By the early nineteenth century, Spain’s stronghold on its most prosperous territory was in
decline. The War of Independence was ignited by the famous call to arms delivered by priest
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla on September 16, 1810, a date that would become Mexico’s
Independence Day. As Hidalgo rang his church bell from the city of Dolores—an event later
known as “el grito” (the shout) or the “Cry of Dolores”—he ignited an insurgency against not
only the colonial government, but also the peninsulares, the elite “pure-blooded” Spaniards who
occupied New Spain as a privileged ethnic class (though Hidalgo himself was criollo, a person of
Spanish descent born in New Spain).97 The decade-long war fought between the people of New
Spain and the colonial government was both political and deeply rooted in social, racial, and
religious schisms, a direct result of the waning authority of the colonial caste system.98 The
systemic subjugation of Indigenous and African inhabitants of New Spain, as well as the new
country’s emerging working class, became a rallying cry for revolutionaries like Hidalgo; though
a criollo, he became emblematic of the burgeoning mestizo identity and spirit.
Upon gaining its independence in 1821, Mexico endured a series of brutal civil wars and
political instability brought on rapid presidential successions. Under President Antonio López de
Santa Anna, for instance, the country had endured the Mexican-American War (1846–48), a
conflict that resulted in the loss of more than half of the country’s territory to the United States.
The model of US expansionism and capitalistic reform left an indelible impact on Mexico’s
growing liberal class, led principally by Benito Juárez (1806–72). Following the ouster and exile
of Santa Anna, the Liberal Reform (1855–57) was fueled by a desire to eradicate the influence of
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the Catholic Church of Mexico in the postcolonial era by diminishing its control over both
education and land ownership; secularized education was seen as a means of equalizing
citizenship and integrating the country’s large Indigenous population. This desire culminated in
the 1857 Constitution, which, in addition to declaring Mexico as a democratic secular republic,
abolished slavery, indentured servitude, and the death penalty. The new constitution, in many
ways, symbolized the fruition of Hidalgo’s famous call to action in 1810, which advocated for
the termination of slavery, taxes and financial tributes imposed on Indigenous communities, and
guild monopolies.99 As progressive as the new constitution seemed, however, its ratification was
preceded by a law that allowed the government to seize property from the Church, as well as
private corporations; Indigenous communal lands fell under the latter category.100 The new
political system sparked disapproval by both the Church and Conservatives, leading to the yet
another armed civil conflict, the War of Reform (1858–61). During the War of Reform, Benito
Juárez was appointed president of the Liberal party, and later the constitutional president of
Mexico after the Conservative party’s defeat (this appointment made him the country’s first and
only president of full Indigenous descent).101 After three years of battle, Juárez and his liberal
allies emerged triumphant, though their victory was cut short by France’s invasion in 1862, led
by Napoleon III, and the subsequent imposition of Maximilian I as emperor. Maximillian’s
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short-lived tenure came with a positive advantage for Juárez and his party: the emperor’s liberal
values favored modernization and progressive practices that resulted in the essential dissolution
of the Conservative party. Juárez and his supporters were thus left unopposed as Mexico’s
political leaders. The Liberals also received support from the US, which, under the auspices of
the Monroe Doctrine, pledged to resist any efforts by foreign powers to colonize the Americas.102
Between 1866 and 1867, Napoleon, facing pressure from the US government, withdrew his
troops from Mexico, and in June of 1867, Juárez and his men (one of whom included the young
general, Porfirio Díaz) breached the capital, leading to Maximilian’s surrender and subsequent
execution shortly thereafter.
The decade following France’s occupation—referred to as the Restored Republic (1867–
76)—was a welcomed period of relative political and economic stability. Under the leadership of
President Juárez, and Sébastián Lerdo de Tejada following Juárez’s death in 1872, Mexico
advanced its transportation infrastructure through the construction of railroads, rebuilt its
educational system, and aimed for greater public safety through institutionalized policing. In
1876, Díaz successfully deposed Lerdo de Tejada in a coup to become president of the new
republic. As a hero in Mexico’s first major victory over France on May 5 (Cinco de Mayo),
1862, Díaz openly critiqued the corruption of the country’s electoral process, as exhibited in the
engineered victories of Juárez, and subsequently Lerdo de Tejada.103 Ironically, Díaz would take
similar measures over the course of his three-decade tenure as president to ensure his continued
power, establishing a tradition of progressive liberal reform, but also self-imposed leadership at
the expense of civil democracy.104
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Under the imposed leadership of Maximilian, Mexico saw a number of turning points,
including the building projects commissioned during his tenure that would irrevocably change
the geographical composition of the city. Perhaps the most important was the Paseo de la
Reforma (fig. 2.1), a grand avenue modeled after Paris’s Champs-Élysées that ran from the
Zócalo to the imperial residence in Chapultepec Park in the west.105 With the construction of the
Paseo and the upper-class suburb emerging around Chapultepec, which would become the site of
the presidential residence for over a century, beginning with Díaz’s tenure, the Zócalo was
geographically, politically, and economically decentered. During the Porfiriato, statues and
monuments dedicated to the nation’s European and Indigenous roots were installed along the
Paseo; the avenue became a surrogate for the Zócalo as an emblem of modern Mexico. The
Paseo, as Díaz’s preferred symbol of Mexican modernity, was used as the primary route in the
1910 centennial, but, as the parades demonstrated, the Zócalo remained the space in which the
country’s past and present—its Indigenous and mestizo identity—came into ideological conflict.

The Porfiriato & the Reality of Race
The long reign of Díaz is often equated with the birth of “modern” Mexico. After what the
country had endured in the nineteenth century, he emerged as a heroic figure, projecting an
image of strength and progressive values for a warworn nation. The first three decades of the
Porfiriato, 1876 through 1905, are characterized by substantial economic growth for the upper
class, international investments in agriculture, and modernized infrastructure, all of which were
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in keeping with Díaz’s promise of “orden y progreso” (order and progress) that would bring the
country into the modern era. The booming economy also increased the economic gap between
the nation’s wealthy and ruling class and poorer, mainly Black and Indigenous communities. His
supporters were known as the científicos (the scientists), a sycophantic group of lawyers,
journalists, and intellectuals who advocated for positivism, emphasizing the enforcement, rather
than morality, of civic laws.106 Fittingly, while his administration rhetorically emphasized
Liberal ideals of progress—namely secular education and investments in public health—it
simultaneously took a decidedly Conservative approach to maintaining authoritarian order,
which resulted in political suppression and the violation of civil liberties.107 The final years of his
administration came to an abrupt end with the Mexican Revolution (1910–20), a turn of events
that was preceded, and foreshadowed, by the country’s economic downturn due to poor harvests,
a credit shortage, labor disputes, and disillusioned foreign investors.108 Under these
circumstances, the 1910 centennial was not only an occasion to celebrate the nation’s
independence from Spain, but also a last-ditch effort by Díaz to mitigate the failures of his final
years as president.
By the time Díaz became president in 1876, all inhabitants of Mexico were
constitutionally considered citizens regardless of race, but ethnic divisions remained tied to
notions of identity and power. Ethnicity was in part determined by physical or biological
characteristics (i.e., race), but other factors, such as language, occupation, clothing, education,
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religion, and cultural customs, were used to distinguish various communities, particularly those
of Indigenous descent.109 These visual designations were ascribed similarly in the casta paintings
discussed in Chapter One, where a proximity to whiteness was equated with virtue and status,
and social spaces were delineated along racial lines. An individual’s ability to achieve upward
social mobility, in both the pre- and postcolonial era, was based on the willingness to assimilate,
or, in other words, to take on the educational, economic, and linguistic norms of a Eurocentric
Mexican society. In this way, mestizaje was not only a racial invention, but a social one as well.
A pamphlet that was distributed during the centennial celebrations delivers a clear message
regarding the nation’s ethnic identity, declaring that the majority of Mexicans “were individuals
of the White race, Europeans and some mixed with European and Indigenous blood; the Indians
are now very few in number.”110 As this quote demonstrates, racial hierarchies were still
understood both implicitly and explicitly in Mexican society after the turn of the century.
In spite of its anti-Indigenous messaging and policies, Díaz’s administration promoted a
pro-Mexica or “Aztec” agenda. With the establishment of the Inspector y Conservador de
Monumentos Arqueologicos in 1885, he financially supported a number of archaeological
programs that advanced the excavation and conservation of pre-Hispanic cultural heritage, and
symbolically deployed Mexico’s Indigenous past.111 To that end, at the 1889 World’s Fair in
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Paris, the Mexican pavilion featured a structure designed to resemble a Mexica palace as an
attempt to fuse the nation’s architectural and cultural history, while still positioning the country
as a forward-thinking modern nation. As the Cuban poet José Martí explained: “This steel Aztec
[Mexica] temple was erected at the foot of the Eiffel Tower by Mexicans, so that their history,
which is like the mother of their country, would not be touched by those who do not see
themselves as sons of Mexico—such is the way one ought to love the land in which one is born!
with such fearlessness, with such tenderness.”112 These efforts aside, while pre-Colombian
history was embraced as part of the nation’s makeup, the Porfirians did not wish to be associated
with present day Indigenous people, especially on the world stage. Contemporary Indigeneity
among Porfirians continued to be perceived as uncivilized; but for the “Europeanized”
Indigenous person, the performance of whiteness (through the assimilation of perceptible
attributes such as language, clothing, or occupation) was presented as a promise of prosperity
and social mobility. Thus, the concept of mestizaje was inseparable from the aims of a capitalist
economic system, which in turn was integral to the ideology of modernization.113
The Porfirian dictate of “order and progress” (similar in both syntax and function to
Cortés’s description of the “order and polity” of Tenochtitlan) represents an amalgamation of
liberalism and authoritarianism that ensured the country’s economic and political stability.114 The
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mandate of order and progress likewise represents a continuation of the colonial ideal of
regulation and control of the body politic, albeit with a disingenuous embrace of the other. In this
way, the Indigenous body was coopted under state control. As Ana Martínez has observed:
While creating their official version of Mexico’s history, Porfirian historians faced the
dilemma of constructing the Mexican people’s identity. To resolve it, they relied on
theories of historical and social evolution and constructed the Mexican people as new
individuals…The homogenizing social process known as mestizaje promoted Indigenous
acculturation and assimilation. In practice, however, Porfirian mestizaje was ambivalent.
On the one hand, thinkers fostered the idea of Mexico as a mestizo nation, sought to
‘perfect’ Indians through education, and celebrated the country’s pre-Hispanic past. At
the same time, authorities applied racist prejudices against contemporary Indians,
discriminating against them as a backward and isolated peasantry obstructing Mexico’s
progress. The result was a rhetorical indigenismo that, in its materialization in the
Centenario, commemorated and romanticized an Indigenous history while negotiating
Mexico’s Indian reality.115
While mestizaje symbolized the modernization of Mexico and its transformation from a colony
to a “post-racial” (to borrow a modern phrase) society, in practice, the ideology retained the
Eurocentrism of the colonial era; the country remained deeply divided along ethnic and class
barriers, which overwhelmingly coincided with racial difference. The 1910 parades put these
differences on display, as the organizers used the Indigenous body as a prop to demonstrate State
power.

Perpetuating the Colonial Gaze through Artistic Production
The 1910 parade organizers’ insistence on co-opting Indigenous individuals into the celebration
for the sake of “authenticity” represents the pro-mestizaje, and ambivalent (if not anti-)
Indigenous mentality of Porfirian Mexico. The parade was divided into three sections reenacting
famous periods in Mexico’s history: the 1521 Conquest, the 1721 Bicentennial of Spanish rule,
and the War of Independence, all of which culminated in either a staged battle or ceremony at the
115
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Zócalo. In these reenactments, parade participants with “European” features were selected to
represent the Spaniards, while Indigenous people represented the Mexica. As the documentation
of the parades suggests, the Mexica were represented as docile, powerless, and thereby inferior
to the Spanish forces.116 The reenacted version of the Conquest at the Zócalo was celebrated as if
it were a necessary means to an end, one that would allow the birth of the mestizo identity, and
by extension the creation of modern Mexico. The parade, furthermore, represents a continuation
of colonial efforts to categorize, typify, and homogenize Indigenous bodies. The objectifying use
of Indigenous bodies in the parades—casting them as submissive and weak in comparison to the
Spanish—further corresponds to a genre of painting that proliferated throughout the nineteenth
century: costumbrismo, a category of genre paintings depicting local types and customs. As the
artistic successor to casta painting, the popularity of which had largely declined by the early
nineteenth century, costumbrismo equally conveyed the tropes and negative stereotypes
associated with people of Indigenous and African descent.117 These stereotypes persisted
throughout the Porfiriato, and arguably the Indigenous people seen in the 1910 parades were
presented as costumbrista-like “figures” (fig. 2.2). Unlike castas, costumbrista paintings were
less outwardly concerned with pseudo-scientifically categorizing individuals on the basis of race
but displayed many of the same visual signifiers as the earlier casta paintings. Rather than
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depicting couples and their offspring labeled with racial categories, costumbrista paintings often
took the form of genre scenes comprised of individuals of mixed races, ethnicities, and social
classes. Lower classes and non-criollos were depicted in modest or threadbare clothing, with
darker skin tones, labor-intensive occupations, and often in social spaces occupied by people of
the same race or class. While some of these paintings continued to portray natives as outcasts or
miscreants, others evoked the trope of the “noble savage,” an embodiment of humanity’s
inherent humility and goodness.
José Agustín Arrieta’s La sorpreza (The surprise) represents a quintessential costumbrista
genre scene, a daily encounter at the outdoor marketplace of a tavern that shares the name of the
painting (1850, fig. 2.3). The title suggests multiple discoveries and assessments of the narrative,
and the scene could be interpreted in many different ways. The location of the scene is relatively
non-descript aside from the tavern’s signage, although the seemingly open space and the
buildings that extend into in the background might suggest a tucked away corner of the Zócalo,
where such a scene could plausibly take place. A couple in the center of the composition seems
to be engaged in some sort of argument. The woman wears a blue rebozo (shawl) and notably
has bare feet, a common means to depict mestiza, African, or Indigenous women to imply a lack
of civilization. She struggles to get away from a mestizo man, who pulls her toward him at the
waist and arm, while a small child tugs at her skirt. (The woman has noticeably lighter skin but is
identifiable as mestiza by her clothing.) While many scholars have suggested that the woman in
the blue rebozo is attempting to dodge the advances of an unwanted suitor, Mey-Yen Moriuchi
has argued that the central trio of the painting represents a casta-style family unit.118 The mestiza
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woman exchanges an enigmatic gaze with a woman on the left side of the composition whose
delicate white laced dress and black overcoat, in keeping with Spanish fashions, identifies her as
criolla. It could be argued that the man is attempting to settle a dispute between these two
women, whose shared gaze could easily be read as one of animosity. A dark-skinned couple
stands to the right of the criolla woman, and a barefooted, dark-skinned man in the right
foreground reclines on a pile of pallets in an apparent stupor, while various other figures in the
periphery work and interact.
Arrieta’s composition seems to complicate the traditional message of casta paintings, that
racial mixing will inevitably result in one’s social downfall, but it also conveys ideas about
assimilation, as indicated by the dark-skinned couple to the right of the criolla woman, who
suggest an underlying message that subtly differs from the forewarnings of the casta paintings.
Unlike castas, which almost invariably depict racially diverse pairings, the couple seen in
Arrieta’s painting appear to be of the same race, either mestizo or Indigenous. Both are dressed
in fine attire, the man perhaps more so, with a bowler hat, a five-piece suit, and well-groomed
facial hair. The woman wears a white blouse and a pink skirt with a royal blue sash and her hair
neatly pulled back into a bun. He attempts to speak to her while she remains transfixed on the
central action unfolding. She looks to the disgruntled woman in the blue rebozo with empathy,
while the criolla woman smirks and turns her back, supporting the argument that the two women
have had some sort of dispute. The location of both couples is telling—the nicely dressed couple
is situated within the marketplace alongside the criolla woman; from here, they look out to the
central couple, in effect establishing an insider-outsider dynamic. The physical and social
proximity to the criolla (or to whiteness) is presented in Arrieta’s painting as an orderly, refined
ideal. The couple that has attained this proximity has evidently achieved prosperity; in other
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words, they have assimilated and been rewarded for conforming to the customs of a “modern”
society, thus sparing them the scorn of the elite.
In combining all of these figures—the different “types” one might see in a mestizo
nation—this costumbrista work exhibits how racial hierarchies and stereotypes were reinforced.
As a genre that proliferated throughout the nineteenth century, as Moriuchi describes:
“costumbrista paintings portrayed postcolonial subjects who were now outside the control of the
Spanish monarchy. But the stereotypes that informed the stock characters persisted into the
postindependence period. The colonial gaze was still present in images made after independence,
although the center-periphery dynamic had been disrupted.”119 The disrupted “center-periphery
dynamic” Moriuchi discusses also reflects the ongoing function of the Zócalo as a borderland, a
space that disrupts social segregation, but also enables displays of power. The presence of
Indigenous “types” in the 1910 parades as historicized Mexica warriors or tribesmen—along
with the banning of Indigenous citizens who were considered undesirable from the events—
conveys a continuation of the “colonial gaze.” Vanesa Rodríguez-Galindo has argued that
nineteenth century costumbrismo in Spain reflected a complicated dialogue between the
country’s past and present, or an attempt to reconcile its traditional modes of living and working
with its movement toward modernization.120 A similar ambivalence is conveyed in the
inclusion/exclusion of Indigenous citizens from the 1910 celebration. Ultimately, the parades
represented a desire to depict Indigenous culture and history integrated into modern society,
while continuing to disparage their customs and cast them in a negative light. During the
Centenario celebrations, the Zócalo served as a stage to reinforce social hierarchies, and to
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communicate the insidious warning to Indigenous communities that refusal to assimilate will
result in physical and social marginalization. Indigeneity remained symbolically significant for
the country’s identity, but Indigenous individuals were only allowed to engage in the public
sphere as free and equal citizens if they were willing to hide aspects of their culture that did not
harmonize with Eurocentric mestizaje, such as their language and clothing.

The 1910 Centennial Celebration
For Díaz and his administration, the 1910 centennial served not only as an opportunity to
celebrate the nation’s independence and achievements, but also a way to merge Porfirian politics
with the mythology of Mexico’s past, present, and future. Throughout the nineteenth century,
Independence Day ceremonies in Mexico had been used as public forums on which political
figures could promote the country and functioned as national propaganda in their form and
scope. They held mass appeal for the citizenry to celebrate its cultural past, allowed politicians to
enhance public support and provoke nationalism, while also attracting foreign investments,
immigration, and press through lavish spectacles designed to boost the country’s standing on the
world stage.121 For Díaz, the 1910 Centennial represented the culmination of his political career
in more ways than one; it demonstrated his desired legacy as president, and his eagerness to
situate himself rhetorically and visually as the ideological successor to the nation’s most
esteemed mestizo heroes like Hidalgo and Júarez. But this year also marked the thirty-first year
of his presidency, and a growing resistance stirred among the nation’s populace. Aside from the
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socioeconomic factors plaguing his administration, political opposition to Díaz was gaining
traction among a new class of Liberals and laborers led by figures such as Pancho Villa (1878–
1923) and Emiliano Zapata (1879–1919). A large impetus for anti-Porfirian sentiment stemmed
from a high-profile interview that circulated in 1908, in which Díaz patronizingly declared that,
after three decades of his leadership, Mexico was at long last ready for democracy.122 By the
time of the 1910 election, held in June and July, it was clear that Díaz had no intention of
keeping his promise, prompting his successor, Francisco I. Madero (1873–1913) to declare a
rebellion on November 20, 1910, just two months after the Centenario.123 Against the backdrop
of fervent unrest that would become the Mexican Revolution, the centennial year brought both
the capstone celebration of Díaz’s political career and the violent end of the Porfiriato.
As remarked earlier, by 1910 the Zócalo was no longer the geographical center of
Mexico City. The nation’s elite had abandoned the old colonial center and moved to the
developing suburbs in Chapultepec. The Paseo de la Reforma—situated between the Zócalo and
Chapultepec—bridged an ideological and temporal gap between Mexico’s past and future. The
country’s main government buildings remained concentrated in the colonial-era buildings in the
Zócalo, including the still-standing Palacio Nacional. The area was now shared, however, with a
mix of Indigenous and mestizo vendors, artisans, and peasants who lived east of the square in
poorly maintained adobe structures and tenements owned by the city’s elite.124 With elite
neighborhoods located on the western periphery and Indigenous neighborhoods situated near the
Zócalo, the postcolonial dynamic of the city represents the inverse of the Spanish traza, which
pushed Indigenous neighborhoods to the outside of the city center. In spite of this persistent
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division, the Zócalo continued to represent a fluid borderland as a separate yet subsumed part of
the city.
While the Zócalo embodied the nation’s past and the contested history of the Conquest
was always symbolically in the foreground, it continued as a site that demanded interaction and
negotiations of power.125 It represented, as Michael J. Gonzales states, a “confluence of rich and
poor Porfirian Mexico.”126 Díaz and the centennial organizers wanted to hide from public view
the area surrounding the Zócalo, a space that represented not only the disorder of the city but also
the failures of and inequity exacerbated by the president’s three-decade dictatorship. While the
Zócalo was still the prominent symbol of the nation, it did not convey the progress,
cosmopolitanism, and modernity he instead wished to associate with his legacy, which, for Díaz,
the Paseo de la Reforma signaled. From its inception under Maximilian, the Paseo had
functioned as an elite space; historian Lesley Byrd Simpson, describing the Paseo de la Reforma
at the end of the nineteenth century (and writing in the 1970s), reflects a discriminatory mentality
that was shared by the 1910 parade organizers: “Elegant carriages drawn by high-stepping
thoroughbreds… paraded up and down the Paseo on Sundays, but the crowds of léperos
[beggars] and country Indians who had offended good taste…were kept out of sight.”127 The
centennial organizers took similar steps to keep Indigenous people invisible by segregating and
policing the space, again reinforcing colonial-era hierarchies and stereotypes of Indigenous
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deplorability. Díaz no longer wanted his administration, or the country by extension, to be
primarily associated with its historic center, so the centennial was organized in such a way that
would integrate the ideologically disparate parts of the city, while maintaining boundaries for the
Indigenous population. The Paseo served as the primary parade route to this end, with events
unfolding along the expansive boulevard beginning near the western end of Chapultepec and
terminating at the Zócalo. Such a route intentionally linked the city’s historic center with the
nexus of modernity and elitism—in other words, the route symbolically and physically
connected the city’s history, linking its past with its proposed future.128
The organization of the celebrations is crucial to understanding the ways in which the
centennial was used to perform state power within the Zócalo. On April 1, 1907, Díaz appointed
a ten-person committee to organize the celebration.129 The Comisión Nacional del Centenario
orchestrated a series of elaborate celebrations to take place throughout September (the month in
which the War of Independence began) to present a unified, triumphant version of Mexico’s
history. In the process, the commission simultaneously sought to glorify and popularize Díaz’s
presidency. As such, the thirty-day celebration was filled with countless speeches, receptions,
cocktail parties, academic conferences, premiers, exhibitions, and, of course, parades. Over their
three-year planning period, the organizers considered numerous proposals to change street
names, landmarks, and the national flag and anthem, along with new designs for public
monuments.130 The organizers likewise hoped to generate international interest in the centennial;
to this end, they invited journalists, academics, and official delegations from various countries in
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Europe and Asia, as well as Canada and the US.131 The celebrations merged traditional visual
elements from historic parades and processions, including banners, fireworks, and lavish
carriages traveling along expansive thoroughfares. Modern elements were inspired by
international exhibitions (such as the 1889 Paris World’s Fair, in which Mexico took part)
including specially commissioned statues, souvenirs, postcards, and public works projects.132 All
elements of the centennial, from the material to the ephemeral, were intended to promote the
notion of progress, order, and modernity.133
September 14, 15, and 16 marked the apex of the entire centennial with grand parades,
which signified the power of the State in controlling individual citizens and their mobility within
the city. On September 14, the Gran procesión cívica formada por todos los elementos de la
sociedad mexicana (grand civic procession formed by all the elements of Mexican society)
marched from the Alameda to the Catedral Metropolitana in the Zócalo. The marchers placed
flowers at the cathedral’s crypts, and they concluded at the National Palace.134 On September 15,
a three-act Desfile Histórico (historical parade) presented an episodic version of Mexico’s
history, including the Conquest in 1521, the 1721 bicentennial of the Conquest, and then the final
phase of the War of Independence in 1821. The parade route also corresponded with turning
points in the nation’s history, beginning at the Paseo de la Reforma (a symbol of Liberal reform
and modern Mexico), proceeding down Avenida Juárez (named after the leader of Liberal
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reform), and culminating at the Zócalo (the nation’s historic center and the site of some of the
Conquest’s most brutal battles).135 September 16 was the official commemoration of
Independence (as the anniversary of Hidalgo’s “Cry of Dolores”) with the unveiling of the longawaited monument, the Angel of Independence, a gilded winged victory perched atop a
Corinthian column overlooking the Paseo de la Reforma (1900–10; fig. 2.4). At the base of the
column is a sculptural group, the central figure of which is Hidalgo towering above the allegories
of “History” and “Homeland” (fig. 2.5). The figure of José María Morelos, who assumed
leadership of the revolution against Spain upon Hidalgo’s execution in 1811, stands alongside
Hidalgo, along with Vicente Guerrero, a revolutionary general and the first president of
Mexico.136 In the years since its creation, the monument has become a popular site for both
celebration and protest; like the Zócalo, the monument, an ironically classicized figure created to
embody Mexico’s modernity, has become emblematic of both State authority and corruption, and
a visual spectacle from its elevated perch within the nation’s symbolic landscape of power. The
monument and its placement on the Paseo, along with its spatial relationship two and a half miles
west of the Zócalo, effectively inserts historical mestizo figures into a European-inspired vision
of modernity.
Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo makes a similar argument about the location of the events in his
discussion of the development of the capital in relation to the concept of a “Porfirian ideal city,”
a space that would optimally embody notions of progress and modernity:
One can clearly distinguish the borders of the ideal city—from the inside out—by
mapping the [1910] celebration. Or, one could delimit the ideal city from the outside
in…The ideal city model derived from the ancient colonial Spanish urban tradition,
combined with the influence of nineteenth-century European urban planning. Hence, the
ancient (political, cultural and geographical) centre was extended through main avenues
that linked the new comfortable modern suburbs with the old city. During the centennial
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celebration, all the monuments, events and parades appeared within (and were part of the
making of) this ideal city.137
In addition to the parades, the celebration was marked by a number of visual and
performative signifiers, including commemorative memorabilia, academic conferences,
buildings, and monuments. As indicated by the flamboyantly towering, golden Angel of
Independence, the centennial was meant to showcase the grandeur and economic prosperity of
the Porfiriato. This period coincided with a desire to make Mexico “more Latin” through its art,
architecture, and public monuments. The categorization of “Latin” encompassed multiple
Romance languages and cultures, from the ancient Romans to modern Parisians.138 The
Latinization of the city included the installation of statues dedicated to colonial or non-Mexican
figures—including Christopher Columbus, Alexander Von Humboldt, Louis Pasteur, George
Washington, and Giuseppe Garibaldi—along the Paseo de la Reforma.139 The “Latin” identity
stood represented an attempt to “whiten” to mestizaje, signifying Díaz’s belief that to continue
his modernization of the country, Mexico had to become increasingly international and less
Indigenous. Seth Dixon observes:
This kinship with more European countries than just Spain fed into the desire to become
and be seen as more cosmopolitan and as an ascendant country. In 1910, this particular
version of Latin cosmopolitanism could represent the pinnacle of modernity and while
manifesting a great depth of cultural heritage to maintain as Mexican. This identity is
notable also for what it is not: it represents a firm rejection of Indigenous or mestizo
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identities being a viable dominant national identity for a modernizing, progressive
nation.140
The decreased political and elitist centrality of the Zócalo during Díaz’s regime is thus
unsurprising—as the very site that engendered the creation of a new, mestizo identity and a
symbol of Spain’s inability to impose racial segregation, the Zócalo represented a threat to the
“order and progress” of Díaz’s modernity.
The parades were designed to exhibit the “official” history of Mexico, one that was
carefully crafted to promote liberal ideals while bolstering Díaz’s reputation and claims to
power. The processions began in large areas that could accommodate gathering spectators, and
ended in the Zócalo, where a historical reenactment took place to culminate the event.141 As
Gonzales observes, the parades resembled the processions of the colonial era in form, intention,
and scale. Colonial processions, like the one depicted in Prado’s La Plaza Mayor de México,
were especially designed to showcase the Crown’s affluence, order, and sociopolitical control.
The 1910 parades were planned to the same effect, and the three-act Desfile Histórico on
September 15 facilitated the state’s messaging and propagate the country’s official history. In
Act One, reenacting the arrival of Cortés and the Conquest of Tenochtitlan, eight-hundred
individuals marched down the Paseo de la Reforma donned in elaborate costumes representing
the conquistadors and Mexica soldiers, tribal leaders, priests, and servants. A photograph of the
parade shows an individual playing Moctezuma II on an ornamented litter carried by a circle of
servants (fig. 2.6). He wears a crown and holds a scepter in one hand, his other hand remains
hidden beneath a cape decorated in pre-Colombian-inspired motifs, while his entourage wears
draped clothing with feathered headdresses. Once the procession reached the Zócalo, they
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reenacted Cortés’s arrival at Tenochtitlan, his introduction to Moctezuma II, and the historic
battle that ensued, resulting in the defeat of the Mexica soldiers, reinforcing the stereotype of the
weak Indigenous body. Act Two reenacted the Paseo del Pendón, a Spanish ceremony created
on the occasion of the 1721 bicentennial of the Conquest that celebrated Spain’s victory over the
Mexica.142 This section of the parade stripped the 1721 ceremony of all religious content due to
the secular interests that characterized the Porfiriato, focusing on the surrender of Tenochtitlan to
demonstrate the continued subservience of the Indigenous tribes to Spanish rule. The parade
consisted of several hundred participants dressed as colonial officials, along with Nahua officers
from the Santiago and Tlaltelolco districts. The Spanish men, dressed in powdered wigs and
formal attire, marched from the San Hipólito temple at one end of the Paseo de la Reforma east
to the Zócalo, where a Spanish officer presented a banner symbolizing Spain’s newfound
sovereignty over the Mexica to the viceroy. Act Three centered on the War of Independence, and
ended with an elaborate battle reenactment (fig. 2.7). General Agustin de Iturbide led the
Mexican army into the Zócalo, along with generals Vicente Guerrero, Guadalupe Victoria,
Manuel Mier y Teran, Anastasio Bustamante, and their regiments.143
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In each of the three acts as the participants marched together down the Paseo de la
Reforma, the materialization of Díaz’s vision of a modern Mexican utopia, a spectacle of “order
and progress” came to fruition. Tens of thousands of spectators crowded in to watch the parade
unfold, leading to overall disorder in the streets. In spite of the surrounding chaos, the parade
participants seem unphased, like the historical statues lining the Paseo amid the thickets of lush
trees. As mentioned, men with “European” features were selected to represent the Conquistadors,
while Indigenous people played the Mexica. Notably, the Spanish soldiers had guns and rode on
horseback (fig. 2.8). Those portraying Mexica elites wore white cloaks decorated with
hieroglyphic motifs, while warriors wore short tunics and appear to have been armed with spears
(fig. 2.9). The Indigenous dress seems to correlate with manuscript illustrations, such as the
frontispiece for the Codex Mendoza (fig. 1.1), which similarly features the tribal leaders who
founded Tenochtitlan wearing white, decorated cloaks, while the sword and shield-wielding
soldiers in the lower tier of the composition wear tunics. For added “authenticity,” Secretary José
Casarín from the Comisión Nacional del Centenario sent representatives to the states of Oaxaca,
San Luis Potosi, Tlaxcala, Morelos, Chiapas, and the National Penitentiary to recruit individuals
from Indigenous communities to march in the parade. He additionally wrote to the respective
governors of these regions, including Governor Manuel Sánchez Rivero of San Luis Potosi, who
was asked for 250 participants, including twenty women “renowned for their natural beauty.”144
The governor sent the participants, in spite of mistrust of the federal government and fear of
what would happen to the participants upon their arrival in Mexico City, including that they
would be forcibly conscripted to join the national army or imprisoned.145
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As many scholars have observed, the centrality of Indigenous-mestizo heroes in the
celebrations, as well as the inclusion of Indigenous marchers in the parade, was effectively
performative and not emblematic of their lived experience as citizens within the modernizing
nation. In fact, the Indigenous body was only included in the celebrations in so much as it could
benefit and promote the overarching myth of the “mestizo nation.” As Gonzales has discussed:
The organisers’ portrayal and treatment of Indigenous people also revealed the
ambivalence of Liberal elites towards this group. While the Centennial celebrated the
nation's pre-Columbian cultures with museum exhibits, international congresses, and a
special tour of Teotihuacán [an ancient Mesoamerican city northeast of modernday Mexico City], elites considered contemporary natives a drag on development and an
embarrassment. During the Centennial, they attempted to keep natives from public view
except as historical props in the Desfile Historico [historical parade] and as living
manikins in museum displays.146
The ambivalence shown toward Indigenous citizens is further reflected in a statement by one of
the científicos, Justo Sierra, who expressed a “need to attract immigrants from Europe so as to
obtain a cross with the Indigenous race…for only European blood can keep the level of
civilization that has produced our nationality from sinking, which would mean regression, not
evolution.”147 Ultimately, the centennial was meant to achieve aims in keeping with those
expressed by Sierra; by catering the optics of the celebration to European spectators, Díaz set out
not only to self-fashion himself as a progressive modern president but also to attract the
attention, investments, and immigration of white audiences who were drawn to the exoticization
of the other.
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Post-Porfirian Indigenismo
Describing the role of rituals and parades in colonial New Spain, Lomnitz has observed that “at a
time in which there was no national public platform in Mexico, before the existence of a national
language or even a coherent plan for a national language, rituals were a fundamental arena in the
construction of political borders and the creation of a language of domination and subordination
in the country’s interior.”148 The site of the Zócalo has been used for ritual for the entire region
since its inception as the plaza surrounding the Mexica’s sacred Templo Mayor. In the
postcolonial period, performative rituals and their discursive relationship to the Zócalo remained
a critical means to articulate a language of power, as demonstrated in the 1910 parades. The
Centenario borrowed its visual lexicon from the colonial era, notably with the public subjugation
of the Indigenous body, in order to equate the Indigenous presence with a collective distant past,
and to demonstrate that the narrative of this history could be appropriated, manipulated, and
dominated by the country’s elite.149
While the ideology of Indigenismo took on new meaning and traction following the
Revolution, which sought to reform the corruption and inequality of the Porfiriato, it ultimately
fell back on many of the same prejudices of Díaz’s regime. The excavations of anthropologist
Manuel Gamio, whose nationalist 1916 book Forjando patria: pro nacionalismo (Forging a
Nation) called for the cultural assimilation of Indigenous Mexico to forge the modern state, once
again represented a cultural reckoning, one that sought to bring the country’s past into its
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present.150 In spite of the rise of mestizaje in the postcolonial era, and the efforts to incorporate
Indigeneity into the nation’s history, culture, and identity, Mexico’s Indigenous population
continued to experience the negative effects of racialization. Without racialization—the process
of ascribing traits to establish otherness—the power of a borderland like the Zócalo would cease
to exist. Faced with two possibilities, assimilation or erasure, the Indigenous body continued to
tread the tenuous line of the border, at once insider and outsider. In conceptual terms, if
assimilation is the displacement of the self, the borderland is a space that can at once generate
and obliterate one’s identity.
Contemporary decolonial discourses recognize Indigenous methods of identifying,
contextualizing, and negotiating space in ways that acknowledge how the loss of land, language,
and culture all contribute to the felt experience of assimilation. Assimilation is a means of
defining a national identity to unify, but also to eliminate difference. Díaz and his supporters
shared the colonial ideology that difference was equated with disorder, and saw it as a problem
that required rectification. In the colonial era institutions maintained their power through the
imposition of language, religion, and the physical division of space; in the postcolonial era, the
movement of Indigenous people was still limited, surveilled, and controlled. With the
simultaneous inclusion and refusal of the Indigenous body, the 1910 celebrations demonstrated
an active negotiation of power in the borderland of the Zócalo, one that echoed the Indigenous
presence within the colonial Plaza Mayor. The Centenario exemplifies the potential rigidity of a
country’s internal social boundaries—the refusal of the othered body and the unaccountability
for social disparity propagates the very existence of the borderland.
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CHAPTER THREE
Borderlands and the Body: The Art of Taking up Space
In a series of black-and-white photographs entitled Movimiento estudiantil (1968), Héctor García
captured the resolute actions of Mexico’s 1968 student demonstrations. One photograph, La
marcha del silencio (the silent march) depicts an evening of peaceful protests with hundreds of
individuals gathered in the Zócalo (fig. 3.1). Participants hold white banners and form a
processional—an act of both mourning and celebration—through the center of the composition,
while countless other spectators occupy the plaza, above. Another photograph of the same event
taken in landscape format reveals a large panorama of protesters crowded in front of the Palacio
Nacional, the seat of executive power in Mexico (fig. 3.2). There are very few windows in the
palace that remain illuminated, all on its highest floor. The colonial-era structure looms like an
ominous, omniscient presence over the protesters, as its darkened porticos suggest sightlines for
panoptical vision. The protesters, rather than becoming passive objects of governmental
surveillance, take up the space of the plaza as a way to return the palace’s authoritative gaze.
García’s photographs starkly contrast with colonial depictions of the plaza, such as Juan Antonio
Prado’s Plaza Mayor de la Cuidad de México, with the procession of Spanish elites parading
through the diverse crowd gathered in the central plaza in all their pomp and splendor (fig. 1.20).
García’s photographs show how the student movement transformed the optics of the Zócalo, and
in doing so challenged the authority, centrality, and “presentness” of State power.151
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Antecedents of Action: The Rupture of 1968
While the architecture of the Zócalo has remained relatively unchanged throughout the centuries,
the power dynamics have shifted in the period spanning the protests of 1968 and the present—
the periphery has become the center. Diana Taylor examines the pivotal shift that occurred amid
the protests, in which the organizers fought back against their exclusion from Mexico’s most
public arena for political exchange: “As the students jostled one another marching down the
streets, they knew they were the protagonists in a historic struggle for social justice. Denied a
face-to-face dialogue with the president [Gustavo Díaz Ordaz, 1964–70] and shut out of the
Zócalo, they demanded a space for recognition.”152 Though the plaza went through a transitional
period upon Mexico winning its independence from Spain and establishing a new republic in the
nineteenth century, for many decades it remained a site where State power was enacted through
ceremonies. Many of these ceremonies, such as the 1910 Centenario discussed in the previous
chapter, resembled the public rituals that were established under colonial rule. With the 1968
protests, the Zócalo transformed from a space where executive power was put on display and
citizens were subsumed by a collective body into a site of dissent, where the previously unseen
from all sectors could dominate the national stage.
The immediate impetus for the 1968 protests in Mexico was the government’s
overspending during a period of economic growth that coincided with an increasing wealth
disparity between the country’s upper and working classes. The year 1968, of course, has been
chronicled widely as a moment of global unrest. In France, a series of student protests against the
imperial structures of educational and labor institutions reached their peak in May and led to a
forceful confrontation between students, union organizers, university administrations, and police.
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The nation’s government and economy came to a standstill in this period of turmoil that came to
be known as May 68, an event that continues to resonate and inspire labor strikes in the country
to this day.153 In the United States, with the tensions of the Cold War, student-led protests against
the Vietnam War, and the ongoing movement for civil rights against racial discrimination
dominated headlines. Following the assassination of civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. in
April, a wave of fatal riots swept across the nation, with demonstrations against systemic
oppression and racial inequity. In Japan, an anti-Communist coalition of students and young
teachers called the Zenkyoto occupied and barricaded the country’s largest institution, the
University of Tokyo, preventing police intervention. Initially formed to protest the influence of
US imperialism and presence in Japan, various Zenkyoto at other universities promoted both
political and social or labor-driven causes within their respective institutions.154 The student-led
protests that arose in Mexico in 1968 bear many similarities to other global happenings in this
turbulent year, and their impetus ultimately stemmed from the social, political, and economic
disparities that had persisted in the country since its colonization.
In the decades following the impactful 1968 demonstrations in Mexico, artists have
attempted to reenact, embody, and commemorate the physical presence of the student movement
through interventions within the Zócalo—in effect, blurring the line between protest and
performance. The term “performance” of course encompasses a range of social customs, from
dance to ritual to theater. Taylor has described:
Performances function as vital acts of transfer, transmitting social knowledge, memory,
and a sense of identity through reiterated, or what Richard Schechner has called “twice153
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behaved behavior.”…Civic obedience, resistance, citizenship, gender, ethnicity, and
sexual identity, for example, are rehearsed and performed daily in the public sphere. To
understand these as performance suggests that performance also functions as an
epistemology. Embodied practice, along with and bound up with other cultural practices,
offers a way of knowing.155
This chapter focuses on how the Zócalo, as a borderland, enabled multiple, often overlapping
acts of performance, from civic (dis)obedience to the resurrection of repressed collective
memories and histories. The nature of identity performance in a borderland, as a geographic
boundary that represents political tensions, is dependent upon the individual body’s relationship
to the center-periphery dynamics of power. The act of interpreting history through reenactment
has been utilized in artistic practices as a means of “surrogation,” a term defined by performance
scholar Joseph Roach, which refers to how collective histories are embodied through the
physicality of performance.156 “Surrogation” describes the performative potential present in
every borderland, whether internal or external—the boundaries formed on the basis of racial,
ethnic, gender, or class divisions, or the formation of national borders and colonial boundaries.
Through rituals and reenactments, the artists and collectives discussed in this chapter reacted
against the dominance of the State by asserting their presence in the Zócalo. They demonstrate
diverse approaches to exploring the body’s access to space and ability to reenact history, and by
extension the formation of identity within an internal borderland.

Mexico’s Student Movement: Causes and Aftermath
The movement that came to known as “Mexico 68” began on July 26, when a group of university
students entered the Zócalo, the site of the country’s most visible government buildings, to
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protest for the rights of political prisoners.157 At this time, the government forbade
demonstrations in the square, prompting it to respond with forceful intervention and to send in
armed troops.158 The rise in student strikes in Mexico throughout 1968 often resulted in forceful
confrontations between the students and federal law enforcement, who used violent means to
quell the uprisings. Students from several universities, including the Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México Mexico (UNAM) and the Instituto Politécnico Nacional (IPN), formed the
Consejo Nacional de Huelga (National Strike Council, CNH), which sought political, social, and
educational reform. On the one hand, the government’s aggressive response was triggered by the
desire to maintain a semblance of order, thus avoiding the level of revolutionary action that had
upended the country just fifty years prior.159 On the other hand, Mexico was set to host the 1968
Summer Olympics in October, which would mark the first time the games were hosted by a
Latin American country. With this monumental achievement, Mexico had the world’s attention,
just as it was on the precipice of an internal struggle. As Octavio Paz observed, “at the very
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moment in which the Mexican government was receiving international recognition for forty
years of political stability and economic progress, a swash of blood dispelled the official
optimism and caused every citizen to doubt the meaning of that progress.”160 The anticipation of
the Olympic Games manifested in the government’s imperative to restore public order at all
costs. Journalist Carlos Monsiváis recalled of the events of July 26:
What occurred in just one night is dizzying to contemplate: trucks burnt out, chasings,
isolated confrontations and barricades in the old university city, encirclement by riot
policemen at the San Ildefonso high school, raids on the workshop where the Mexican
Communist Party newspaper was printed; in sum, the unspeakable actions of State terror.
The following day, the chief of police, Luis Cueto, gave the names of some of the 76 who
had been detained, and did not mince his words. What took place constituted “a
subversive movement [...] tending to create an atmosphere of hostility towards our
government and country on the eve of the 19th Olympic Games.” At dawn on the 30th of
July, two parachute corps and an infantry battalion with light tanks, jeeps with 101millimeter canons and bazookas, took two high schools and the Escuela Vocacional 5,
not without blowing up the door of San Ildefonso high.161
The escalation witnessed on July 26 was only a portent of what was to come. In spite of the
government’s actions and attempts to suppress protesters, the demonstrations intensified in
August and September. While the protests expanded to the far corners of the city, the Zócalo, as
the heart of the country’s social, political, and symbolic power, remained the nexus of the
demonstrations.
Nonetheless, the most devastating of the Mexico 68 events occurred in the Plaza de las
Tres Culturas in Tlatelolco, a neighborhood just under two miles north of the Zócalo, on the
evening of October 2, when government-sanctioned troops opened fire on a crowd of peaceful
protesters, an event known as the Tlatelolco Massacre. The precise number of casualties remains
unknown, though some sources claim that as many as three hundred victims were either killed or
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disappeared.162 Government officials proceeded as planned with the lavishly designed Olympic
ceremonies just ten days after the massacre. While the Olympics served as an international stage
for nationalistic propaganda, the rest of the country was left to mourn and to face the reality of a
broken democratic system. The massacre triggered a new wave of activism in its immediate
aftermath, and the repercussions of the event continue to resonate among citizens as the epitome
of State corruption and authoritarianism to this day.163
Artistic responses to Mexico 68 came in the form of literary works, poems, print media,
and slogans, as well as performative works within the Zócalo. While the massacre did not occur
in the city’s main plaza, the Zócalo remains symbolically connected to the Plaza de las Tres
Culturas as a site of confrontation between ideological forces throughout Mexican history,
including the pre-Hispanic sacrificial ceremonies of political prisoners, the Mexica’s surrender of
Tenochtitlan to the Spanish in 1521 in the Templo Mayor complex, and later the annual
reenactment of Hidalgo’s “Cry of Dolores” from the Palacio Nacional to signify Mexican
independence. The Plaza de las Tres Culturas similarly echoes this layered history; the “three
cultures” to which its name refers are the three major incarnations of Mexico: the pre-Hispanic
Mexica empire, the Spanish colony, and the independent nation. Each of these cultures is visible
in the site itself: the partially excavated Mexica ruins of a temple from the altepetl (city-state) of
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Tlatelolco; the Franciscan monastery housing the Colegio de Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco, where the
Florentine Codex was created as discussed in Chapter One; and a large housing complex that
was built in 1964, completing the three-part cultural history of Mexico. The Plaza de las Tres
Culturas thus holds a special significance in Mexican culture. It is seen as a site of cultural
hybridity, but it can also be read as a site of ideological opposition and power struggle, similar to
the Zócalo.164 Fittingly, a number of video and performance works that embodied or confronted
national histories such as the Tlatelolco Massacre were staged in the Zócalo over the subsequent
decades, a site of a renewed political tension in the wake of the 1968 protests. The following
sections consider artists who enacted the history of conflict and confrontation in the city’s plaza
by staging surrogative actions, reenactments, and communal rituals within the Zócalo.

Conceptual Response & the Art of Taking up Space
In the aftermath of the turbulent 1960s, artists sought further political engagement. The amplified
distance between art and the government during this period is reflective of the nation’s shifting
power dynamics at a moment of rupture.165 Following the events of 1968, artists began working
in increasingly non-traditional modes, turning to alternative forms of media and conceptually
driven practices. While many artists associated with the conceptual art movement in the US and
throughout Europe were primarily engaged in issues of institutional critique—or the relationship
between art objects and the mechanisms by which they are seen, interpreted, bought, and sold—
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those in Latin America were eager to probe issues of sociopolitical disparity and economic
turmoil, particularly under dictatorships of the 1970s and 1980s. Mari Carmen Ramírez has
argued that at the core of these artists’ practices was the “deliberate assumption of the peripheral
condition,” and moreover, in assuming this position, Latin American conceptualists sought to
“[close] the gap between ‘center’ and ‘periphery,’ between ‘first’ and ‘third’ worlds—constructs
that convey the disparities between highly industrialized and still-developing nations.”166 The
discourse on conceptual art has traditionally tended to marginalize or otherwise exclude artists
working in Mexico. This exclusion has been due, in part, to the refusal of State-run artistic
institutions in Mexico in the 1960s and for several decades following to include non-traditional
artistic practices in their curatorial programs and collections.167 In the 1960s, the government still
stood as a powerful patron for artists, meaning that artistic responses that were disparaging of the
State were often not supported institutionally. For instance, in June of 1968, the Instituto
Nacional de Bellas Artes in Mexico opened a call for artists working in “traditional” media, i.e.,
painting, sculpture, prints, and watercolors, for an exhibition concurrent with the Olympics. A
number of artists responded to this rather limited scope of artistic practices with a competing
exhibition, the Salón Independiente, to oppose the restrictions of State-sponsored art.
Conversely, the now iconic, yet politically ambivalent design concept created by Lance Wyman
for the artistic branding of the Summer Olympics was widely visible as a State-sponsored project
(fig. 3.3). Wyman’s concept was, however, met with derision, parody, and controversy by artists
who renounced nationalistic art practices and sought other avenues for response; for example, in
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a black-and-white photograph from 1968, students march through the streets of Mexico City
carrying a banner that bears the slogan “Mexico 68” stylized in a way that clearly parodies
Wyman’s typographic design for the Olympics branding (fig. 3.4).168 Rather than relying on the
funding of a repressive State to produce their work, many artists during this period began
experimenting with everyday technologies to produce works that took on the look and feel of
vernacular forms—the availability computers, photocopiers, Xerox machines, and cameras
afforded new ways of embodying mass media, and by extension, the felt experience of countercultural identity in opposition the State-propagated version of contemporary Mexican identity,
which was still in keeping with Diaz’s vision of a Latinized modern metropolis.169 Artists
explored alternative materials and forms, and the physical body became a powerful medium to
express civic dissent through film, video, and performance-oriented actions.170 One could call
this phenomenon the art of taking up space, and the Zócalo offered the perfect stage for this art
form to flourish.

Reenacting Histories: Grupo Proceso Pentágono in the Zócalo
Among the prevailing legacies of the 1968 movement was the proliferation of artist collectives in
the 1970s. These groups came to be known as Los Grupos (Group Movement), and were largely
comprised of young artists who were students in 1968 and who participated in the uprisings and
believed in the strength of collective action in enacting social change. The groups were most
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active between 1973 and 1979, and signified an ongoing desire to rethink the relationship
between art and politics in the aftermath of the 1968 events.171 Of these groups, Grupo Proceso
Pentágono demonstrated the most prolonged engagement with the Zócalo as a site of activation
and protest.172 The collective was founded in 1969 by artists Carlos Finck, José Antonio
Hernández Amezcua, and Víctor Muñoz. Felipe Ehrenberg joined the group in 1976, followed by
Carlos Aguirre, Miguel Ehrenberg, Lourdes Grobet, Rowena Morales, and eventually Rafael
Doniz.173 During the 1968 movement, Finck and Muñoz helped organize demonstrations, which
had a direct impact on their collective work and mission. Proceso Pentágono’s output was not
necessarily prolific, and in-fighting led to numerous departures throughout the years.174 Personal
polemics aside, the unifying element of the group’s work has been its emphasis on the efficacy
of collective action in socially engaged artistic practices. In their active years, members of
Proceso Pentágono organized participatory performances that enable the Zócalo as a site of
collective ritual and remembrance.
On October 2, 1978, Proceso Pentágono staged La milpa (The cornfield or maize field;
fig. 3.5–6), a performance in the form of a processional that commemorated the ten-year
anniversary of the Tlatelolco Massacre.175 Amid a multitude of 50,000 participants, members of
the collective carried live cornstalks planted in wheelbarrows from the Plaza de las Tres Culturas
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to the Zócalo.176 Protesters chanted “gobierno farsante que mata estudiantes!” (Fraudulent
government that kills students!) and “no que no, sí que sí, ya volvimos a salir!” (Even though
you don’t believe it/we are out [in the streets] again!).177 These chants, along with the physical
size of the procession functioned as a demand for the right to public protest, of reclaiming the
borderland of the Zócalo by switching the centrality of State power with a citizen-led protest.
The procession symbolized those who had been silenced by the government’s actions, a silence
that was enacted at exactly 6:10 PM, the moment when soldiers opened fire on the crowd of
peaceful protesters at the Plaza de las Tres Culturas ten years earlier. At this precise time, the
massive procession leading from Tlatelolco to the Zócalo stopped in its tracks, and participants
raised their fists in the air, and stood unmoving in a moment of silence. Photographs from the
event, no longer extant, document the arrival to the Zócalo; in them participants are seen placing
the potted cornstalks as tributes or effigies around the plaza, while others light candles in
remembrance.178
Through the seemingly simple art of taking up space in the Zócalo on the anniversary of
such a devastating event perpetrated by the government, La milpa demonstrates on the one hand
how the act of protest can symbolically collapse disparate time periods, and on the other hand
how the space of the borderland exists between temporalities. Mya Dosch has observed that La
milpa drew upon collective history to make political demands for the present: “[the procession]
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both claimed a right to make political demands in the streets once again, and it framed those
requests as a continuation of the 1968 student movement’s work. In other words, marchers made
claims for the present in honor of the past.”179 It is important to note, however, that La milpa was
not the first public action planned for the Zócalo since the Tlatelolco Massacre; El Halconazo, or
the Corpus Christi Massacre, for instance, is a haunting episode of violent action against
protesters that occurred in 1971. On June 10, protesters who were advocating for education
reform intended to march from the Santo Tomás neighborhood in Mexico City south to the
Zócalo, but before they arrived were gunned down by the US-trained paramilitary group Los
Halcones (the falcons), resulting in the deaths of 120 protesters.180 So, while Proceso
Pentágono’s La milpa was staged on the tenth anniversary of the Tlatelolco Massacre, their
pilgrimage to the Zócalo reflects how the site itself represents multiple moments of upheaval.
Dosch goes on to argue that while La milpa was, on the surface, aimed at an authoritarian system
of government that levied such a violent retaliation against its own people at Tlatelolco, it also
provided a space in which individuals could collectively mourn through the bonds of solidarity.
The performance not only commemorated a shattering moment in the nation’s history but also
collapsed multiple histories of death, disappearance, and memory.181 The Zócalo’s existence as a
borderland, therefore, is predicated on both historical and ongoing conflict.
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On August 13, 1990, Proceso Pentágono reenacted another moment from historical
conflict in the Zócalo, again collapsing temporal boundaries within the space. The group staged
Ruta 521 (Route 521; fig. 3.7) to memorialize the defense of Tenochtitlan in 1521. Proceso
Pentágono invited members of the public to bring a flower and a flashlight to the central plaza.182
When they arrived, the group directed participants to form a large circle in the middle of the
Zócalo and to arrange their individual flowers into a smaller concentric ring inside the circle.
They pointed their lit flashlights to the center of the circle in unison, and then joined hands in
silent commemoration. In forming silent circles within the Zócalo, the historic heart of
Tenochtitlan, the performers referenced histories both distant and immediate. The deliberate
choreography of this action and the silent formation of a circle enacts both a ritual and a strategy
for military defense and offense—encircling a piece of land for protection or settlement,
symbolically closing ranks, or creating an inner circle of collective knowledge and support.
The evocation of circles could also allude to the symbolic significance of the concentric
circle in Indigenous art-making traditions. Barbara Mundy has discussed the significance of
concentric circles in Nahuatl pictographs as a symbol for a marketplace (fig. 3.8), similar to the
one that had occupied the Zócalo during the colonial period (then the Plaza Mayor). These
symbols were used to indicate lived spaces, with the inner circle colored to signified precious
materials, denoting that the marketplaces were sites where valuable items were sold, but were
also held as cultural significant spaces.183 Proceso Pentágono’s performance on multiple levels
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thus conjures the legacy of the Indigenous sacred space—the complex of the Templo Mayor
within the Sacred Precinct of Tenochtitlan, and the attempted defense of Tenochtitlan—while
also continuing the new tradition of protest as an artistic response within the Zócalo, the ongoing
seat of State power. In sum, Proceso Pentágono enacted Indigenous ritual and defense to reclaim
the space of the Zócalo as an internal borderland.
The actions of Proceso Pentágono in the Zócalo sometimes responded to more immediate
histories, showing how collective memories, however recent, are enshrined in the borderland. In
late 1997, Proceso Pentágono collaborated with the collective Tiempo imaginario for the
installation Acteal (fig. 3.9–3.10), a response to a massacre of forty-seven Indigenous men,
women, and children in the small village of Acteal, Chiapas on December 22 and at the hands of
a paramilitary group.184 Proceso Pentágono transported truckloads of dirt into the Zócalo to
create a temporary graveyard, with forty-seven individual graves representing each of the
victims.185 The event lasted for three days, during which mourners left tributes by the graves,
each of which was marked by a makeshift cross inscribed with the name of a victim. Proceso
Pentágono’s interventions in the Zócalo symbolize the plaza’s function as both a public and
private space where past and present are collapsed. As Dosch argues: “These two works [Acteal
and Ruta 521], like La milpa, transposed acts of mourning and remembrance that are often
private into the Zócalo, the symbolic heart of the nation.”186 Moreover, the rudimentary materials
used to construct the graveyard and the immediacy of Acteal just days after the massacre further
signifies the “presentness” of artistic response as an antidote to governmental silencing. Ruta 521
and La milpa, conversely, represent distant histories, demonstrating how resurrecting a national
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past in the city’s most public space, the Zócalo, is a means of contextualizing ongoing
sociopolitical struggles.

Action through Absurdity: Francis Alÿs
Belgian-born, Mexico-based artist Francis Alÿs similarly centers performance and procession in
his practice, and through the physical act of subversively occupying the Zócalo has transformed
it into a space for protest. After relocating to Mexico City in 1986–7, Alÿs began engaging in
performative interventions with various spaces of the city, and his works in the Zócalo, in
particular, exhibit a deep political engagement. Among the first was Housing for All (1994; fig.
3.11), an action staged on August 21, the day of Mexico’s 1994 presidential election.187 Alÿs
fashioned a small tent-like shelter out of election posters promoting the three candidates: Ernesto
Zedillo, Diego Fernández de Cevallos, and Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas. The longer sides of the tent
were tied to a subway grate in the Zócalo, and Alÿs situated himself beneath the makeshift
structure. The precarity of the tent references the temporary shelters and ramshackle homes of
the city’s lower classes and homeless populations, while the fragile material also signifies the
flimsiness of a political slogan. Each of the candidates espoused the empty promise of “housing
for all” in the run of their campaigns, a slogan that is reproduced in bold print on the brightly
colored posters. As a response to candidates’ promises of housing reform, which ultimately did
not come to fruition under Zedillo, who won the election, the performance speaks to the failures
of the government to respond to urgent concerns.188 Under his flimsy tent, a stark contrast to the
plaza’s monumental and ornate colonial structures, Alÿs remained exposed on all sides; the
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construction offered a form of shelter, but no protection, a metaphor for the hollowness of
political rhetoric.189
Cuentos Patrióticos (Patriotic Tales, 1997) documents a performance that addressed an
episode of the not-too-distant past, in which government officials in the Zócalo protested their
use as props of the president’s regime, and thus enacted the site as a space of contested power
(fig. 3.12–3.13). The performance, captured entirely on video, begins with an establishing shot of
two sheep standing in front of the Palacio Nacional, shown in close-up. In the next shot, the
camera quickly pans the Zócalo before zooming in on the towering flagpole in the center of the
square. A bell rings throughout the performance like a metronome keeping time. Alÿs enters the
performance by leading one of the sheep on a leash in a large clockwise circle around the
flagpole. He is eventually joined by another sheep, and then another, until a total of twenty-one
sheep encircle the flagpole in a continuously revolving single-file line. As more sheep are added
to the line, it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish who is leading whom, as the artist and
the sheep form a tight ring. As Alÿs narrows the gap between himself and the last sheep to join
the circle, he releases the leash holding the first sheep, causing it to peel off from the line. Alÿs
continues to walk around the flagpole apparently at a steady pace, never slowing down nor
speeding up. One by one, the sheep depart the circle, until only the artist is left following a single
sheep.
The apparent futility of the repeated action in Patriotic Tales laments the bureaucracy of
government systems, like Housing for All, but references a single event from the nation’s past in
which the symbolic power of the Zócalo was called into question. On August 28, 1968, at the
height of the student protests, a group of government officials were forcibly herded into the
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Zócalo in an ostensible show of support for then president, Gustavo Díaz Ordaz. The day before,
thousands of students had stormed the Zócalo, where they replaced the national flag with their
own, demanded that their fellow protesters and political prisoners be released, and requested an
audience with the president.190 As a means of reclaiming the Zócalo as the central stage of
national power, Díaz Ordaz refused to meet these demands and instead engineered a performance
in which government officials forced to enter and occupy the plaza. The officials, in protest,
began to bleat like sheep and to shout “Somos borregos! Nos llevan!” “We are sheep of the
administration! We’re being herded!”191 In this act of dissent, the officials exercised their agency
while simultaneously denying their own humanity. As Taylor argues, “The civil servants are
present, but they present themselves as sheep, not as subjects but as subjugated political
animals.”192 The officials may not have agreed with the aims of the student movement, but in
enacting refusal, they too subverted the State’s dominion over the Zócalo.
Staging his performance thirty years later, Alÿs demonstrated a similarly fatalist approach
in the repetitive motion of encircling the flagpole. This action subtly echoes an earlier work of
satire, the print The Workman’s Holiday (1919) by George Grosz, which depicts political
prisoners who had carried out an insurrection in response to the German State’s military
suppression in 1919 (fig. 3.14).193 In Grosz’s print, the prisoners celebrate the “workman’s
holiday” by walking in a circle enclosed in the walls of the Plötzensee Prison in Berlin. Like
Grosz’s print, Alÿs’s performance centers on the agency of the body when it is subsumed both
physically and ideologically by a political system. But Patriotic Tales also conveys the
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overlapping nature of past and present in the Zócalo as a borderland, and how reenactment in a
site of historical oppression provides a necessary anchor to remember a past that authorities
might wish to sweep away. Taylor observes that “[T]he telling, retelling, and reenactment of the
sheep event contribute to it staying alive in one form or another, making visible the structuring
scenario of continuing oppression that underwrites the history of Mexico pre- and postconquest.
Making memory, keeping it alive, ¡presente! [or “presentness”] is another aspect of making
history.”194 As an embodiment, rather than a reenactment of history, Patriotic Tales ultimately
traces cultural legacies that are formed not by the State, but in spite of it, and confronts these
legacies by presenting them in the Zócalo, a historical emblem of political power.
In 1999, Alÿs staged Zócalo, May 22, 1999 (fig. 3.15), a video performance that
represents moments of both daily social encounters and the constant interplay between
transgressive and regressive powers present in the city’s vibrant plaza. For this performance, his
own body is not physically present. Through a single-camera setup on the southern side of the
Zócalo, the video documents the city square from a bird’s-eye view. The twelve-hour-long video
begins with the daily raising of the flag, and captures hundreds of people walking through the
plaza, interacting with one another, observing the buildings, and patronizing the shops of the
square. With the ambient bustle of urban space and the motionless shot of the city’s magnificent
architecture, the video is at once peaceful and uncanny, given the violent history of its subject as
a site of conquest. Alÿs refers to the Zócalo as a “negative space of the city, a miracle of
resistance against the saturation of the urban texture of the metropolis. There have been so many
attempts at filling this hole, this enormous current of air within the dense colonial grid, which so
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easily transforms itself into an inevitable and essential platform of public expression.”195
Through this performance, Alÿs captures how the history of the Zócalo is both physically and
ideologically layered. His long video documents both change and repetition, simultaneously
signaling the usurpation of the Templo Mayor complex, the construction of the Plaza Mayor, and
the post-independence reconfiguration and “Latinization” of the square. Within these histories,
the Zócalo remains a temporally ambivalent space, a borderland, where the past is always
present, i.e., where the colonial is in constant negotiation with the felt experience of the
postcolonial body.
Following the 1968 protests in Mexico City, artists have explored alternative approaches
to artmaking by incorporating the language of protest. Through the art of taking up space, artists
used the physical body as a powerful medium to express civic dissent—acts of surrogation,
embodiment, and reenactment brought to bear forgotten and silenced histories from the nation’s
distant and immediate pasts, from the Conquest to the Tlatelolco Massacre. As the Zócalo
continues to be a national platform for public discourse, it simultaneously enables multiple forms
of power and expression. In melding protest and performance, subversive actions in the plaza
continue to decenter the emphasis on State power and colonial legacy within the Zócalo, making
it into a site of active resistance.
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“The colonial context…is characterized by the dichotomy it inflicts on the world. Decolonization
unifies this world by a radical decision to remove heterogeneity, by unifying it on the grounds of
nation and sometimes race. To quote the biting words of Senegalese patriots on the maneuvers of
their president, Senghor: ‘We asked for the Africanization of the top jobs and all Senghor does is
Africanize the Europeans.’ Meaning that the colonized can see right away if decolonization is
taking place or not: The minimum demand is that the last become the first.”
—Frantz Fanon, 1963196
EPILOGUE
The year 2021 marks the 500th anniversary of the fall of Tenochtitlan. Mexico City authorities
planned events over the course of 2021 to commemorate the fall of Tenochtitlan by highlighting
the nation’s diverse, mestizo history, and to celebrate the 200th anniversary of Mexican
independence from Spain.197 In August, the month of the decisive battle that allowed Spain to
claim victory over the Mexica empire under the ruthless leadership of Cortés, workers gathered
in the historic city center to erect a replica of the Templo Mayor, the primary site of worship for
the Nahua people prior to the Conquest, housed in the sacred complex that became the Plaza
Mayor, and eventually the Zócalo. Standing at more than fifty feet in height, the replica was
constructed out of a rigid, foam-like synthetic polymer.198 Each night, the facades of the replica
were illuminated with neon lights, while a grand light show flooded the plaza in a celebratory
display.
Against this backdrop, conversations have arisen over the attention-drawing spectacles of
the celebration, and the ruins of the Indigenous culture on top of which Mexico City stands. The
uncovered remains of the actual Templo Mayor lie just steps away from where the monumental
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replica stood. Excavations on the temple under the administration of President Andrés Manuel
López Obrador have all but stopped in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.199 Prior to the
quincentenary, a violent hailstorm in April destroyed a metal roof that had protected a portion of
the temple’s remains. Earlier the same month as the Conquest commemoration, Mexico’s
National Institute of Anthropology and History announced that it would re-bury an
archaeological site of a Mexica building from the early seventeenth century outside of Mexico
City, uncovered in 2019, due to underfunding.200 As members of the public have pointed out, the
money used to commemorate the fall of Tenochtitlan (and thus, the birth of modern-day Mexico)
could have served a better purpose by funding the conservation efforts on the ruins of the Mexica
empire, both within Mexico City and beyond. In 2021, a year of ambivalent celebration as well
as the completion of this thesis, it is clear that the historic plaza endures not only as a space
where State power continues to be enacted but also a site of negotiated power between the center
and periphery—a borderland.
A year earlier, on March 8, 2020, for International Women’s Day, tens of thousands of
women protested the ongoing and increasing threat of nationwide violence against women.
Protesters marched through the streets of Mexico City.201 In the Zócalo, the hub of the country’s
governmental buildings, protestors spray-painted the names of loved ones who have been victims
of femicide onto the ground of the Zócalo. The barricade that guarded the Palacio Nacional was
likewise transformed into an altar inscribed with the names of victims, with hundreds of flowers
left in commemoration. The following day, in an act of solidarity and a demand for recognition,
199
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women abandoned their offices, classrooms, markets, city streets, and other public arenas to
acknowledge the physical absence of women who have been victims of femicide. Documentation
of the protest is strikingly similar to that of the 1968 student demonstrations in the Zócalo
discussed in Chapter Three (see fig. 3.1 and 3.2), as well as the photographs of Grupo Proceso
Pentágono’s action La milpa (see fig. 3.5 and 3.6). In all three of these instances, the “art of
taking up space” directly counters and confronts State-mandated violence, indifference, and
ignorance of the ongoing oppression the nation’s nonhegemonic citizens.
With this study I have sought to articulate the definition and framework of a borderland
as both a concept and construct from a decolonial perspective. The term decolonization, while
used too liberally among many Western, white-run institutions, is a crucial field of study and
practice, one that seeks to untangle our notions of space and place as they exist from a colonial
perspective, rejecting hegemonic notions of spatial divisions, as well as how racialized bodies
are policed within those spaces. This study is, it is essential to recognize, not conceptual; the
issues that have been addressed bear real-world consequences on our understanding of how
socially segregated spaces continue to exist in modern urban environments, and how individual
bodies navigate and have access to these spaces. Though the colonial boundaries that have been
discussed here date back to the sixteenth century, modern discriminatory practices such as
redlining in the United States—a form of residential segregation aimed at excluding Black
Americans and other racial and ethnic minorities from white neighborhoods—continue to
directly impact systemic inequality in housing, educational systems, and healthcare. To
decolonize, it is crucial to understand how policies that define our urban environments such as
redlining are tied to colonization in both philosophy and practice. These policies uphold the
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physical and ideological marginalization of the other, while continuing to reinforce hierarchies of
race, ethnicity, and class.
Though the plaza now offers a fitting stage for protest as active resistance, by examining
the Zócalo as a borderland this thesis has demonstrated how passive resistance has endured since
the site’s colonial inception, with non-white body working in and occupying a segregated space
of centralized power. The act of taking up space is a decolonial form of protest—it bears a
ritualistic function, while providing a space for the formation of new identities built on
experiential and resurrected histories.
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